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1. Introduction

Let W be a simply connected two-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a Cy-
smooth metric ds. We can always introduce local isothermal coordinates near any point
of W, that is, such coordinates ðx; yÞ that the metric is represented in the form
dsðx; yÞ2 ¼ oðx; yÞðdx2 þ dy2Þ, for some positive weight function o. And since W is ori-
entable as a two-dimensional simply-connected manifold, these local isothermal coordinates
can serve as conformal charts for a complex structure on W (see [1], pp. 124–126). The
Kœbe uniformization theorem then says that W is conformally equivalent to one of the
three sets: the Riemann sphere S ¼ CW fyg, the complex plane C, or the open unit disk
D. This equivalence, together with the choice of isothermal coordinates, allows us to iden-
tify W with one of the above three sets W supplied with the isothermal Riemannian metric

dsðzÞ2 ¼ oðzÞjdzj2; z A Wnfyg:ð1:1Þ

Here, o is a weight function which is strictly positive and Cy-smooth in Wnfyg and van-
ishes at infinity if W ¼ S. The Gaussian curvature corresponding to the above isothermal
metric (1.1) is given by the expression

kðzÞ ¼ 
2DðlogoÞðzÞ
oðzÞ ; z A Wnfyg;

where D stands for the normalized Laplacian in the plane:

D ¼ Dz ¼
1

4

�
q2

qx2
þ q2

qy2

�
; z ¼ xþ iy:

The (normalized) Laplace-Beltrami operator D on the surface W is given in terms of our
choice of coordinates by the expression

D ¼ Dz ¼
1

oðzÞD; z A W:



The Riemannian manifold W is said to be hyperbolic if the Gaussian curvature is negative
everywhere. For the metric (1.1), this means that logo should be subharmonic in Wnfyg.
Such functions o are called logarithmically subharmonic. We note that this rules out the
Riemann sphere as a possibility for W, because logo tends to 
y at infinity, which is not
possible for a subharmonic function that is not identically 
y. This observation—that the
sphere cannot be supplied with a hyperbolic metric—can also be easily derived from the
Gauss-Bonnet formula [5], p. 417. In what follows, we deal exclusively with hyperbolic sur-
faces W.

The classical maximum principle for the Laplace-Beltrami operator. A real-valued
function u on W is harmonic if Du ¼ 0 there, and subharmonic if Duf 0. The classical
maximum principle can be given the following formulation. Let D be a precompact domain
in W, and u a function continuous on the closure of D. We then have the implication

f0eDujD and ujqDe 0g ) ujDe 0:ðMP : DÞ

Moreover, unless ujD ¼ 0, the conclusion can be sharpened to ujD < 0.

The squared Laplace-Beltrami operator. It is natural to try to extend the maximum
principle to higher order elliptic operators: we focus on the simplest example, the squared
Laplace-Beltrami operator D2. In the same way that physically, the laplacian corresponds
to a membrane, the bilaplacian corresponds to a plate. In view of the nature of the
boundary data for the Dirichlet problem, the maximum principle we are looking for nec-
essarily will involve two inequalities along the boundary of the subdomain D, one for the
functions, and another for the normal derivatives. We first need some notation. A real-
valued function u on W is biharmonic provided that D2u ¼ 0, and sub-biharmonic if D2ue 0
(one should think of D as a negative operator, which is the reason why the inequality is
switched as compared with the definition of subharmonic functions). A tentative maximum
principle for D2 is

D2ujDe 0; ujqDe 0; and
qu

qn

����
qD

e 0

� �
) ujDe 0;ðMP : D2Þ

where the normal derivative is calculated in the interior direction, and D is some simply
connected precompact subdomain of W with smooth boundary. The function u is assumed
su‰ciently smooth on D. The above maximum principle can be expressed in terms of prop-
erties of the biharmonic Green function GDðz; zÞ on D, which is the solution to the bound-
ary value problem

D2
zGDðz; zÞ ¼ dzðzÞ; z A D;

GDðz; zÞ ¼ 0; z A qD;

q

qnðzÞGDðz; zÞ ¼ 0; z A qD;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

where dz stands for the unit point mass at z A D. After all, by Green’s formula, we have the
representation
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uðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

GDðz; zÞD2uðzÞ dSðzÞð1:2Þ

þ 1

2

Ð
qD

DzGDðz; zÞ
qu

qn
ðzÞ 
 q

qnðzÞDzGDðz; zÞuðzÞ
� �

dsðzÞ; z A D;

where dS is normalized area measure on W, and likewise ds is normalized arc length mea-
sure. In terms of our isothermal coordinates, we have

dSðzÞ ¼ oðzÞ dSðzÞ; dsðzÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
oðzÞ

p
dsðzÞ;

where dSðzÞ ¼ p
1 dx dy for z ¼ xþ iy, and dsðzÞ ¼ jdzj=ð2pÞ. This means that the maxi-
mum principle (MP : D2) is equivalent to the following three properties of the biharmonic
Green function:

0eGDðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D�D;ð1:3Þ

0eDzGDðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A qD�D;ð1:4Þ

and

q

qnðzÞDzGDðz; zÞe 0; ðz; zÞ A qD�D:ð1:5Þ

A local analysis of the Green function near the boundary based on its boundary data shows
that the second property (1.4) is a consequence of the first (1.3). In other words, the tenta-
tive maximum principle (MP : D2) is equivalent to properties (1.3) and (1.5).

Let us for a moment look at the Euclidean situation. Around 1900, it was known—
more or less—that the maximum principle (MP : D2) is valid for domains D that are cir-
cular disks. The verification is based on an explicit calculation of the biharmonic Green
function; for the unit disk D ¼ fz A C: jzj < 1g it is given by

Gðz; zÞ ¼ GDðz; zÞ ¼ jz
 zj2 log z
 z

1
 zz

����
����
2

þ ð1
 jzj2Þð1
 jzj2Þ;ð1:6Þ

we drop the boldface symbol to indicate that we are looking at the Euclidean case. Interest
in the biharmonic equation was so great around 1900 that the French Academy of Sciences
o¤ered a special prize for its solution. As a result of this initiative, Jacques Hadamard
wrote the 1908 memoir on plaques élastiques encastrées ([13], pp. 515–641). There, he sug-
gests that the maximum principle (MP : D2) should be valid for more general subdomains
D—again in the Euclidean case. In fact, he writes: ‘‘Du moins, cette proposition, comme
l’inégalité GBA > 0, paraı̂t incontestable pour tout contour convexe’’. That is, the Green
function for D2 should be positive for a much larger collection of domains than the disks,
including all convex regions with smooth boundary. This was, however, later shown not to
be the case, by Du‰n, Lœwner, and Garabedian. In fact, it follows from Paul Garabedian’s
work [11] that (1.4)—and, a fortiori, (1.3)—fails when D is an ellipse, provided that the
ratio of the major axis to the minor axis exceeds a certain critical value e0A1:5933. Further
calculations along Garabedian’s lines reveal that (1.5) fails much sooner, namely when that
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ratio exceeds another critical value, e1A1:1713. The conclusion we draw from this is that
within the family of ellipses, we cannot deviate very far from circles and keep the maximum
principle (MP : D2). This must be due to tension in the plate, which for some reason is
subdued for nearly circular domains. The intuitive feeling we get that circles are somehow
special for D2 is corroborated by Charles Lœwner’s work [30], where it is shown that the
only coordinate transformations (suitably modified) preserving the biharmonic functions are
of Mœbius type. We refer the reader to Malyshev’s survey paper [31] for related results in a
di¤erent direction.

We return to our case of a curved simply connected surface W, with negative Gauss-
ian curvature at each point. The first question is what domains to take to generalize the
circular disks which were natural in the Euclidean case. A first guess might be to consider
the metric disks. However, this choice is not the right one in view of the following com-
ments; as a matter of fact, we conjecture that the maximum principle (MP : D2) is generally
speaking false for them. Instead, we should consider the mean value disks D, defined im-
plicitly by the mean value property

r2hðz0Þ ¼
Ð
D

hðzÞ dSðzÞ;

where h runs over all bounded harmonic functions on D. The point z0 A DHW is the
‘‘center’’, and r A 0;þy½ is the ‘‘radius’’ of the ‘‘disk’’ D. It is well known that in the Eu-
clidean case, the circular disks are uniquely determined (up to addition or removal of a set
of zero area measure) by the above mean value property (this is a theorem of Bernard Ep-
stein [38]). It turns out that in our hyperbolically curved case, the analogous result holds:
the mean value disk D exists and is unique for each choice of z0 A DHW and r A 0;þy½,
provided the surface W is (metrically) complete. If we consider incomplete surfaces W, then
we need to confine the radial parameter r to a maximal interval 0;R½, where R is such that
for that value of r, D touches the boundary of W. These results were obtained in [23], under
the regularity assumption that the Riemannian metric is real-analytically smooth (that is,
o is real-analytic). It was also shown that the mean value disks D have real-analytically
smooth boundaries, and that they grow real-analytically in r. They are the result of a
physical process, a Hele-Shaw flow on W, arising from the injection of two-dimensional
Newtonian liquid into W at the point z0. The advantage with the mean value property is
that modulo the constant functions, the harmonic subspace of L2ðD; dSÞ then splits as a
direct orthogonal sum of the analytic subspace and the antianalytic subspace. This then
leads to the formula for kernel functions

QDðz; zÞ ¼ 2ReKDðz; zÞ 

1

r2
; ðz; zÞ A D�D;

where QDðz; zÞ is the reproducing kernel for the harmonic subspace of L2ðD; dSÞ, and
KDðz; zÞ is the reproducing kernel for the analytic subspace. The formula

DzDzGDðz; zÞ ¼ d0ðz
 zÞ 
QDðz; zÞ;

which appears as the result of playing around with Green’s formula, shows the relevance of
the kernel Qðz; zÞ for our problem. In other words: under the mean value property of D, the
harmonic reproducing kernel has a particularly simple relation to the analytic reproducing
kernel, about which it is generally easier to gather information.
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Our main result is: GDjD�D > 0 holds for mean value disks D, which corresponds to a
slightly weaker maximum principle than suggested above:

D2ujDe 0; ujqD ¼ 0; and
qu

qn

����
qD

e 0

� �
) ujDe 0;ðMP 0 : D2Þ

assuming u is smooth on D. Note that it does not matter how the Gaussian curvature varies
over W, the only thing we need to know is that it is negative everywhere. We feel that the
maximum principle (MP : D2) should be valid under the same assumptions; so far, however,
we cannot substantiate that claim.

A conformal mapping D ! D pulls the coordinates back to the unit disk, and the
geometry of W then supplies D with a hyperbolic geometry. In other words, we can think of
D as coordinatized by the unit disk. We can then think of the weight o as defined on D,
and a simple scaling argument allows us to assume that o is reproducing for the origin:Ð

D

hðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ hð0Þð1:7Þ

for all bounded harmonic functions h on D. The biharmonic operator D2 corresponds to the
weighted biharmonic operator Do
1D; we denote by Go the Green function for Do


1D on
the unit diskD, which corresponds to GD. The main result—equivalent to (MP 0 : D2)—is the
following. Note that the strong regularity assumptions on the metric have been dropped.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose o is a logarithmically subharmonic weight on D which repro-

duces for the origin. Then GojD�D f 0.

The statement of the theorem is false if we keep the reproducing property but scrap
the logarithmic subharmonicity: there are simple radial weights that provide counter-
examples. These examples show that hyperbolic geometry lies on the ‘‘right’’ side of flat
geometry, in the sense that for elliptic Riemannian manifolds (with positive Gaussian cur-
vature) there is no general theorem of the above type. Also, if we instead drop the repro-
ducing property and keep the logarithmic subharmonicity, the result is false, as is apparent
from Garabedian’s work on ellipses [11].

Idea of the proof of the main theorem. Let o be a logarithmically subharmonic
weight which reproduces for the origin. We can think of D with the Riemannian metric
dsðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
oðzÞ

p
jdzj as an example of a hyperbolic simply connected manifold, and call it

W. The metric may be quite ‘‘bumpy’’, but an approximation procedure allows us to con-
centrate on the case when o is real-analytic and strictly positive on D.

Let G ¼ GD be the Green function for D2 on D, with D ¼ o
1D, as before. Since
D2Gð� ; zÞ is a unit point mass at z, it follows that

DzGðz; zÞ ¼ Gðz; zÞ þHðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

where

Gðz; zÞ ¼ log
z
 z

1
 zz

����
����
2
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is the Green function for the laplacian, and the function Hðz; zÞ is harmonic in z. We call
the kernel function H the harmonic compensator, because it solves the balayage problem

Ð
D

½Gðz; zÞ þHðz; zÞhðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ 0; z A D;

for all bounded harmonic functions h on D. If the Green function G is positive, then a local
analysis near the boundary shows that DzGðz; zÞ is positive on T � D, and using the har-
monicity of H in the first variable, it follows that H is positive throughout D � D. It is
much less obvious that if the harmonic compensator is positive for a certain family of
weight functions of the same type as o, then we can go the other way around and obtain
the positivity of G. This is done with the classical Duhamel principle, in the form of Ha-
damard’s variational formula (see [13], [19]), along the Hele-Shaw flow domains DðrÞ, for
0 < re 1, as determined implicitly by the mean value property

r2hð0Þ ¼
Ð
DðrÞ
hðzÞ dSðzÞ;

where h ranges over all bounded harmonic functions on DðrÞ.

We already mentioned that G is closely connected with the harmonic kernel function
Q. In terms of the harmonic compensator, the formula connecting the two reads

DzHðz; zÞ ¼ 
Qðz; zÞ;

compare with Stefan Bergman’s book [6], pp. 160–164. If the harmonic compensator is
positive, then a local study of the behavior near T � T reveals that QjT2ndðTÞ e 0, where
dðTÞ ¼ fðz; zÞ: z A Tg denotes the diagonal. We are led to search for some kind of reverse
implication. We first study the analytic reproducing kernel function K for the analytic sub-
space of L2ðD; dSÞ, and show that Q ¼ 2ReK
 1, so that the information obtained for K
can be readily converted to information about Q. We obtain a representation formula for
K,

Kðz; zÞ ¼ 1
 zzLðz; zÞ
ð1
 zzÞ2

; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

where L is the reproducing kernel for some Hilbert space of analytic functions on D, which
we suggest to call the deficiency space for the analytic subspace of L2ðD; dSÞ. Using this
representation, we find that Q is negative on T2ndðTÞ, and in fact that

Qðz; zÞe
 1

oðzÞ þ
1

oðzÞ

� �
1

jz
 zj2
; ðz; zÞ A T � TndðTÞ:ð1:8Þ

This estimate is so strong that it allows us to go backwards, to obtain the positivity of the
harmonic compensator, by means of a variational technique along the weighted Hele-Shaw
flow. We use the Hadamard variational method for the laplacian to write the Green func-
tion G as a negative integral of a product of two Poisson kernels for the flow domains DðrÞ
over r, 0 < r < 1. Noting that Hð� ; zÞ is the orthogonal harmonic projection of the function

Gð� ; zÞ, we find that it su‰ces to show that the harmonic projection of a positive har-
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monic function on a flow region DðrÞ, with 0 < r < 1, extended to vanish on DnDðrÞ, is
positive throughout D. This is precisely what the estimate (1.8) permits us to do.

Notation. Throughout the paper, the word positive is normally given the weakest
possible sense. So, for instance, a function f is positive if 0e f holds pointwise, and if we
wish to express that 0 < f holds everywhere, we say that the function is strictly positive.
However, when we deal with individual real numbers x, we adhere to the usual standard
and say that x is positive if 0 < x. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, normal derivatives are
calculated in the interior direction. A locally summable function f on the curved surface W
is equated with a distribution by the dual action

hj; f i ¼
Ð
W

jðzÞ f ðzÞ dSðzÞ;

for test functions j: compactly supported Cy-smooth functions on W. Likewise, when we
are in a planar domain W, the identification is made with respect to the corresponding dual
action

hj; f i ¼
Ð
W

jðzÞ f ðzÞ dSðzÞ:

In the above presentation, boldface letters were used to identify geometric objects, or ob-
jects that depend on the geometry; later on, we shall use the weight o as a subscript to in-
dicate this dependence on the geometry. So, for instance, we shall write Ko instead of K for
the analytic kernel function.

Connection with the Bergman spaces. For 0 < p < þy, the Bergman space ApðDÞ
consists of all holomorphic functions f : D ! C with bounded norm

k f kAp ¼
Ð
D

j f ðzÞjp dSðzÞ
� �1

p

< þy;

and there is a corresponding collection of inner functions: a function j A ApðDÞ is inner in
ApðDÞ if Ð

D

hðzÞjjðzÞjp dSðzÞ ¼ hð0Þ;

for all bounded harmonic functions h on D. These inner functions have been studied
rather extensively in recent years, primarily because of their use for the factorization of
functions with respect to zeros and their relevance for operator theory (see, exempli gratia,
Hedenmalm [15], Duren, Khavinson, Shapiro, Sundberg [7], [8], and Aleman, Richter,
Sundberg [3]; one should compare with the more classical A
y theory of Korenblum [28]).
They are analogous to the classical inner functions (Blaschke products, singular inner func-
tions, and products of the two) which play a vital rôle in the function theory of the Hardy
spaces HpðDÞ, for 0 < p < þy; we recall that a holomorphic function f : D ! C is in
HpðDÞ if

k f kHp ¼ sup
0<r<1

Ð
T

j f ðrzÞjp dsðzÞ
� �1

p

< þy:
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For an inner function j in ApðDÞ, jjjp is logarithmically subharmonic and reproduces for
the origin, so by our main theorem, the Green function Gjjjp for the weighted biharmonic
operator Djjj
pD is positive. As we apply this result to the Bergman spaces ApðDÞ, we ar-
rive at the following. Given a zero sequence A in D for the space ApðDÞ, let MA be the
subspace of all functions in ApðDÞ that vanish at all points of A, with multiplicities as
prescribed by the sequence. Subspaces of the typeMA are referred to as zero-set subspaces.
Let jA be the function that maximizes jjð0Þj, given that j vanishes on A and has norm 1
(this does not define jA uniquely, because we can always multiply by a unimodular con-
stant, but this is the only obstruction; if A contains the origin, we need to maximize the first
non-vanishing derivative at the origin). The function jA is an inner function in A

pðDÞ, and
it has no extraneous zeros; in fact, it generates MA as an invariant subspace [3] (see below
for a definition of the term invariant subspace). Duren, Khavinson, Shapiro, and Sundberg
coined the term canonical zero divisors for these functions jA. For two zero sequences A
and B, such that A is contained in B, it follows from the main theorem that

kjA f kAp e kjB f kAp ;ð1:9Þ

for all holomorphic functions f on D. This means that the canonical zero divisors are
monotonic with respect to Korenblum domination along the lattice of zero-set subspaces:
following Boris Korenblum [29], we say that given two functions F and G in ApðDÞ, G
dominates F, written F � G, provided

kFqkAp e kGqkAp

holds for all polynomials q. The relation jA � jB for AHB was conjectured by Hedenmalm
in [19], [20] as well as in Problem 12.13 in the Havin-Nikolski problem book [14]. A con-
sequence of this result is the following. We say that a closed subspace M of ApðDÞ is in-
variant provided that Sf AM whenever f AM, where S is the shift operator: Sf ðzÞ ¼ zf ðzÞ.
A particularly simple collection are the zero-set subspaces, as described above. These have
the property that they have index 1 (with the exception of the trivial invariant subspace
f0g), meaning that the dimension of M=SM is 1. If an invariant subspace M with index 1
contains a zero-set subspace, then M itself is a zero-set subspace. Here the index 1 assump-
tion is essential [17].

It is interesting to note that in the Dirichlet space, the domination relation between
the corresponding functions jA; jB is reversed [2], [36].

Higher dimensions. We wish to point out that the above results have been obtained
in dimension n ¼ 2 only. It is not clear what the appropriate generalization to higher di-
mensional Rn, for n ¼ 3; 4; 5; . . . ; should look like. A serious obstacle is that we do not
have the artillery of conformal mappings any more. These problems deserve further inves-
tigation.

2. Bergman spaces and kernel functions

Let D be a bounded domain in the complex plane C (a domain is a connected open
set). For an area summable function o: D! ½0;þy½ which is positive on a set of positive
area-measure (we call o a weight), we let L2ðD;oÞ be the Hilbert space of complex-valued
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Borel measurable functions on D which are square summable with respect to the measure
o dS: the norm is expressed by

k f ko ¼
Ð
D

j f j2o dS
� �1

2

; f A L2ðD;oÞ:

As a Hilbert space, L2ðD;oÞ is equipped with an inner product

h f ; gio ¼
Ð
D

f go dS; f ; g A L2ðD;oÞ:

Bergman spaces: the general setting. Let S be a complex-linear vector space whose
elements are continuous functions on D, with the property that the elements of S are
square summable on D with respect to the measure o dS. Since elements of L2ðD;oÞ are
really equivalence classes of functions on D, two functions being identified if they coincide
except on a null set with respect to o dS, we cannot be certain that it is possible to identify
S with a linear subspace of L2ðD;oÞ. This is however the case if o is a Bergman S-weight
function on D, which requires that for all f A S,

j f ðzÞjeCðKÞk f ko; z A K;

where K is an arbitrary compact subset of D, and CðKÞ is some positive constant which
depends on K. We also express this property by saying that the weight admits locally uni-
formly bounded point evaluations for functions from S. Under this assumption, we may
form the completion of S with respect to the norm k � ko, which we denote by S2ðD;oÞ.
The space S2ðD;oÞ consists of continuous functions on D, and we can regard it as a closed
subspace of L2ðD;oÞ. Clearly, it gets easier for o to be a Bergman S-weight function if
the generating space S gets smaller. If o is a Bergman S-weight function, then the point
evaluation functionals at points of W are continuous. The representation theorem for
bounded linear functionals on a Hilbert space then shows that to each l A D, there is a
unique element KS

o ð� ; l;DÞ in S2ðD;oÞ, such that

f ðlÞ ¼ h f ;KS
o ð� ; l;DÞio; f A S2ðD;oÞ:

The function KS
o ðz; z;DÞ, with ðz; zÞ A D�D, is called the Bergman S-kernel function

for the weight o on D, or alternatively, the reproducing kernel for S2ðD;oÞ. The space
S2ðD;oÞ is separable because L2ðD;oÞ is, and hence it has a countable orthonormal basis
j1; j2; j3; . . . : One shows that the Bergman S-kernel function has the representation

KS
o ðz; zÞ ¼

Py
n¼1

jnðzÞjnðzÞ; ðz; zÞ A D�D;

whence it follows that the complex conjugate of KS
o ðz; zÞ equals KS

o ðz; zÞ.

Analytic Bergman spaces. We consider D ¼ D, the open unit disk. When needed,
the reader can easily extend the notions about to be defined to other smooth simply con-
nected domains. The closure of the polynomials in L2ðD;oÞ is written P2ðD;oÞ, and if o is
a BergmanS-weight function, withS being the collection of all polynomials, then P2ðD;oÞ
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is a space of holomorphic functions on D with locally uniformly bounded point evalua-
tions. For the weight o1 1, we write P2ðDÞ for this space, and realize that it coincides with
the usual Bergman space A2ðDÞ of square summable analytic functions. The reproducing
kernel for the space P2ðD;oÞ will be denoted by Koðz; zÞ, where the variables z; z range
over D (in the setting of the previous subsection, this means that in this case, we drop the
superscript S used to indicate the generating set of functions).

If we were to choose as spanning space S all holomorphic functions on D which are
square integrable with respect to the measure o dS, we get another collection of Bergman
spaces, closer to the standard definition of the unweighted Bergman space A2ðDÞ. Provided
that point evaluations are locally uniformly bounded on this space, we obtain a Hilbert
space of holomorphic functions on D, the weighted Bergman space A2ðD;oÞ. Generally
speaking, P2ðD;oÞ is then a subspace of A2ðD;oÞ; for weights that are smooth and strictly
positive up to the boundary, the two spaces coincide. Here, we focus on the polynomially
generated spaces P2ðD;oÞ, and mention the bigger space mainly to give the reader a more
complete picture.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. If o is logarithmically subharmonic, then point evaluations are locally
uniformly bounded A2ðD;oÞ. Consequently, A2ðD;oÞ is a Hilbert space of analytic functions
on D, and so is P2ðD;oÞ.

Proof. Take an interior point z0 A D, and let r, 0 < r < þy, be so small that the
disk Dðz0; rÞ ¼ fz A C: jz
 z0j < rg is precompact in D. For a holomorphic function f on
D, the function j f j2o is subharmonic, and therefore, by the sub-mean value property,

j f ðz0Þj2oðz0Þe
1

r2

Ð
Dðz0; rÞ

j f ðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞe r
2k f k2o;

so that

j f ðz0Þj2 e
1

r2oðz0Þ
k f k2o:

Taking logarithms, we obtain

logj f ðz0Þje log
k f ko
r

þ 1

2
log

1

oðz0Þ
:ð2:1Þ

The left hand side is subharmonic, so that we can get the estimate

logj f ðz0Þje log
k f ko
r

þ 1

2r

Ð
qDðz0; rÞ

log
1

oðzÞ dsðzÞ;ð2:2Þ

and since logo is subharmonic, it is integrable on compact circles in D such as qDðz0; rÞ.
Introducing the Poisson kernel in these calculations allows us to get a uniform estimate on
compact subsets, which does it. r
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Harmonic Bergman spaces. So far we only considered Bergman spaces of holo-
morphic functions. We also need Bergman spaces of harmonic functions.

If we let the generating space S equal the space HP of harmonic polynomials, which
are functions of the type pþ q, where p and q are polynomials, we get the spaceHP2ðD;oÞ,
which is a Hilbert space of harmonic functions on D, provided the weight o allows for
locally uniformly bounded point evaluations. We call it the harmonic polynomial Bergman
space with weight o on D. The reproducing kernel function for it is written Qoðz; zÞ, and is
sometimes referred to as the harmonic polynomial Bergman kernel with weight o. As for the
analytic Bergman spaces, there is a bigger space of all harmonic functions in L2ðD;oÞ;
however, we shall not need it.

Logarithmically subharmonic reproducing weights on the unit disk. Let o be a loga-
rithmically subharmonic area summable weight o on D, which is reproducing for the
origin, in the sense of the introduction:

hð0Þ ¼
Ð
D

hðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ

holds for all bounded harmonic functions h on D.

The following assertion is known, but we do not have a reference. The first result of
this type can be found in [15].

Lemma 2.2. For the above class of weights o, we have the following growth control:

oðzÞe ð1
 jzj2Þ
1; z A D:

Proof. To see that this estimate is valid, one can proceed as follows. As in [15], one
obtains the Carleson measure type condition

Ð
D

j f j2o dSe k f kH 2 ; f A H 2ðDÞ:

Consider for z A D the Mœbius automorphism of the disk

fzðzÞ ¼
z
 z
1
 zz

; z A D;

and note that the above inequality becomes

Ð
D

j f � fzj
2o � fzjf 0

zj
2
dSe k f kH 2 ; f A H 2ðDÞ:

By choosing

f ðzÞ ¼ ð1
 jzj2Þ
1
2

1
 zz
;
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we obtain from the sub-mean value property that

ð1
 jzj2ÞoðzÞe ð1
 jzj2Þ
Ð
D

o � fzðzÞjf 0
zðzÞj

2

j1
 fzðzÞzj
2
dSðzÞe 1;

from which the assertion is immediate. r

Proposition 2.3. Under the above assumptions on o, HP2ðD;oÞ is a Hilbert space
of harmonic functions on D, with locally uniformly bounded point evaluations. Denote by
P20ðD;oÞ the subspace of P2ðD;oÞ consisting of those functions that vanish at the origin, and
by P20ðD;oÞ its image under complex conjugation. Then the harmonic space splits

HP2ðD;oÞ ¼ P2ðD;oÞlP20ðD;oÞ;

the two subspaces on the right hand side being orthogonal. As a consequence, the kernel func-
tion for HP2ðD;oÞ has the form

Qoðz; zÞ ¼ 2ReKoðz; zÞ 
 1; ðz; zÞ A D2:

Proof. Let p; q be polynomials. If qð0Þ ¼ 0, then by the reproducing property of o,

hp; qio ¼
Ð
D

pðzÞqðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ 0;

and hence P2ðD;oÞ and P20ðD;oÞ are perpendicular with respect to the inner product of
HP2ðD;oÞ. Each harmonic polynomial can be written in the form pþ q. By the Pytha-
gorean theorem,

kpþ qk2o ¼ kpk2o þ kqk2o:

If we take a Cauchy sequence of harmonic polynomials pj þ qj (with qjð0Þ ¼ 0) with respect
to the norm k � ko, then by the above, pj is a Cauchy sequence in P2ðD;oÞ, and qj a Cauchy
sequence in P20ðD;oÞ. In view of Lemma 2.1, there are elements f A P2ðD;oÞ and g in
P20ðD;oÞ, holomorphic in the disk D, such that pj ! f and qj ! g. The limit function
h ¼ f þ g is then harmonic in D, and we have

khk2o ¼ k f þ gk2o ¼ k f k2o þ kgk2o:

The local boundedness of point evaluations now follows from Lemma 2.1.

The reproducing kernel for P2ðD;oÞ is Ko, and for P
2
0ðD;oÞ it is Ko 
 1. It follows

from the above direct sum decomposition that Qo is the sum of these two kernels. r

3. Green functions for weighted biharmonic operators

Smooth weights. LetD be a simply connected bounded domain in CwithCy-smooth
Jordan boundary. Also, let n be strictly positive and Cy-smooth on the closure D. We then
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define the Green function Gn;D for the biharmonic operator Dn

1D in the following way. For

fixed z A D, it solves the boundary value problem

DznðzÞ
1DzGn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ dzðzÞ; z A D;

Gn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 0; z A qD;

qnðzÞGn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 0; z A qD;

where the normal derivative is taken in the interior direction. The symbol dz denotes a unit
point mass at the point z A D. The laplacian D has the factorization

Dz ¼
q2

qzqz
;

where ðz ¼ xþ iyÞ

q

qz
¼ 1

2

q

qx

 i q

qy

� �
;

q

qz
¼ 1

2

q

qx
þ i q

qy

� �

are the usual Wirtinger derivatives. We shall also use the space-saving notation qz and qz
for these operators. The weighted biharmonic operators Dn
1D and the associated Green
functions seem to have been considered for the first time by Paul Garabedian [11]. When
we apply a laplacian to Gn;D, we should get the weight n times the Green function GD for
the laplacian plus a harmonic function, that is,

DzGn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ nðzÞ½GDðz; zÞ þHn;Dðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D�D;ð3:1Þ

where Hn;Dðz; zÞ is harmonic in the z variable. Let f be a C2 function on the closure of D.
Applying Green’s formula, we see that the zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on Gn trans-
late into the requirement that

Ð
D

DzGn;Dðz; zÞfðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

Gn;Dðz; zÞDzfðzÞ dSðzÞ:

By applying this identity to f ¼ h, where h is harmonic, we obtain
Ð
D

hðzÞ½GDðz; zÞ þHn;Dðz; zÞnðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ 0;ð3:2Þ

and by an approximation argument we have this for all bounded harmonic functions h on
D. This is the balayage problem mentioned in the introduction. Since the bounded func-
tions are dense in HL2ðD; nÞ, the closed subspace of L2ðD; nÞ consisting of functions
harmonic on D, it follows that Hnð� ; zÞ equals the orthogonal projection of the function

GDð� ; zÞ to HL2ðD; nÞ in the space L2ðD; nÞ. We shall call the kernel Hn;D the harmonic

compensator. Due to the smoothness assumption on the weight n and of the simply con-
nected domain D, the harmonic polynomials are dense in HL2ðD; nÞ, so that the latter
equals HP2ðD; nÞ, a space we encountered earlier. We write the above relationship as
Hn;D ¼ 
Qn;DMnGD (Mn is the operator of multiplication by n), or, written out more ex-
plicitly,
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Hn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 

Ð
D

Qn;Dðz; xÞGDðx; zÞnðxÞ dSðxÞ;ð3:3Þ

where as before, Qn;D is the reproducing kernel for HL
2ðD; nÞ. Here, we think of a kernel

Tðz; zÞ as having an operator T associated to it in the fashion

Tf ðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

Tðz; zÞ f ðzÞ dSðzÞ;

whenever the integral converges. In principle, the operator also determines the kernel, for
we obtain the kernel by applying the operator to a unit point mass at an interior point (not
an element of the space, but it can be approximated by such). Because of the boundary
conditions, the Green function can be recovered through the formula

Gn;Dðz; zÞ ¼
Ð
D

GDðz; xÞ½GDðx; zÞ þHn;Dðx; zÞnðxÞ dSðxÞ:ð3:4Þ

The operators Qn;D and GD are self-adjoint, so that taking adjoints, we have the identity
H �

n;D ¼
GDMnQn;D. We note that the kernel for the operatorH
�
n;D isH

�
n;Dðz; zÞ ¼Hn;Dðz; zÞ.

The function Hn;Dðz; �Þ then solves Poisson’s equation with data 
nQn;Dð� ; zÞ. The kernel
Hn;Dðz; zÞ is harmonic in the z variable, and for z A qD, it solves the boundary value prob-
lem (compare with [19]; qn is a condensed notation for the interior normal derivative)

DznðzÞ
1DzHn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 0; z A D;

Hn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 0; z A qD;

qnðzÞHn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 2dzðzÞ; z A qD:

Smoothness properties of kernels. As above, let D be finitely connected with Cy-
smooth boundary, and the weight n be Cy-smooth on D, and strictly positive there. For
a subset E of the complex plane C, let dðEÞ ¼ fðz; zÞ A C2: z A Eg be the corresponding
diagonal set. In particular, we shall be concerned with the diagonal dðDÞ, the interior di-
agonal dðDÞ, and the boundary diagonal dðqDÞ. Then, by an elliptic regularity theorem of
Louis Nirenberg [34], which says that we have Cy-smooth solutions locally if the data are
that smooth, the kernels G and Gn are C

y-smooth on ðD�DÞndðDÞ. It follows that the
kernels Hn;D and Qn;D are C

y-smooth on ðD�DÞndðqDÞ.

Let us for the moment replace Cy-smoothness with Co-smoothness—real-
analyticity—everywhere above (so that the boundary qD is real-analytic, and the weight n
is real-analytic on D). Another elliptic regularity theorem, this time due to Morrey and
Nirenberg [32], then states that locally, solutions are Co-smooth if the data have that de-
gree of regularity. We apply it to our Green functions, to get that the kernels G and Gn are
Co-smooth on ðD�DÞndðDÞ, and that as before, it follows that the kernels Hn;D and Qn;D

are Co-smooth on ðD�DÞndðqDÞ.

If we instead consider the complex elliptic second order operator qzn

1qz, we have the

same regularity theory. The associated Green function Gn;D (with zero Dirichlet boundary
data) was considered by Garabedian in [11]. He obtained the identity

qzqzGn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ nðzÞnðzÞKn;Dðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D2ndðDÞ;
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which carries over the regularity of Gn;D to the analytic reproducing kernel Kn;D. Suppose
we are in the Cy-smooth situation, which means that the weight n is assumed Cy-smooth
and strictly positive on D, and the Jordan curve qD is assumed Cy-smooth, too. Then
the regularity of Gn;D shows that Kn;D is C

y-smooth on ðD�DÞndðqDÞ. Similarly, in the
real-analytic situation, we have the following: if n is assumed Co-smooth and strictly posi-
tive on D, and qD is Co-smooth as well, it follows that the kernel Kn;D is C

o-smooth on
ðD�DÞndðqDÞ. This latter fact was mentioned and used in [7].

Some consequences of the positivity of Gn;D. Let us assume D and n are as above, and
that we know that Gn;D is positive on D�D. For fixed z A D, the function Gnð� ; zÞ vanishes
together with its normal derivative along qD, so for it to be positive in the interior it must
have a positive second normal derivative, that is, 0eDGn;Dð� ; zÞ on qD. By (3.1), this means
that Hn;Dð� ; zÞ is positive on qD, so by harmonicity, we even get that Hn;Dð� ; zÞ is positive
on D. By a similar type of argument applied to the second coordinate, we see that the
harmonic kernel function Qn;Dðz; zÞ is negative for ðz; zÞ A ðqD� qDÞndðqDÞ. This conse-
quence was observed by Garabedian [11], and in fact, it was how he showed that the bi-
harmonic Green function fails to be positive for su‰ciently eccentric ellipses. We use it with
a di¤erent purpose in mind: we need to know what properties to look for in the harmonic
kernel function Qn;D to be able to prove that we have a positive Green function Gn;D.

More general weights. What if the weight is less smooth than assumed previously?
For instance, let us say that we merely know that n is positive and area-summable on the
Cy-smooth Jordan domain D. It is fairly clear that some additional requirement is needed
to be able to define the biharmonic Green function Gn;D, in view of the formulæ (3.1) and
(3.3), which suggests that the existence of Gn;D entails that some type of harmonic Bergman
space then becomes well-defined for the weight n. Actually, we can simply use the formulæ
(3.3) and (3.4) to define the weighted biharmonic Green function Gn;D, provided that the
weight is such that the harmonic polynomial Bergman space is well-defined, so that we can
access its reproducing kernel Qn;D.

We formalize this in a definition.

Definition 3.1. Let n be a weight on D, such that the point evaluations are locally
uniformly bounded on D for the space and let GD stand for the Green function for the
laplacian D on D. The harmonic compensator is the function

Hn;Dðz; zÞ ¼ 

Ð
D

Qn;Dðz; xÞGDðx; zÞnðxÞ dSðxÞ;

and the weighted biharmonic Green function is given by

Gn;Dðz; zÞ ¼
Ð
D

GDðz; xÞ½GDðx; zÞ þHn;Dðx; zÞnðxÞ dSðxÞ:

4. The smoothing of weights

Here we show how to obtain the following approximation result.

Theorem 4.1. Let o be logarithmically subharmonic weight on D which is reproducing

for the origin. Then, for each e, 0 < e < þy, there is another logarithmically subharmonic
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reproducing weight ~oo which is real-analytic on the closed disk D and strictly positive there,
such that

Ð
D

joðzÞ 
 ~ooðzÞj dSðzÞ < e:

The local smoothing of weights. Let autðDÞ denote the automorphism group of D,
which consists of all conformal mappings of D onto itself. If we let f be an element of
autðDÞ, then we can find a; b A T and r A ½0; 1½ such that

f ¼ Ra � fr � Rb;ð4:1Þ

where RaðzÞ ¼ az and RbðzÞ ¼ bz are rotations, and

frðzÞ ¼
r
 z
1
 rz

is a kind of reflexion. This decomposition is unique for r3 0, and for r ¼ 0, the mapping f
is a rotation, and only the product ab can be determined. For complex l A D, set

flðzÞ ¼
l
 z
1
 lz

;

which decomposes into

fl ¼ Ra � fr � Ra;

provided that l ¼ ra, with 0e r < 1 and a A T. So we can write a general f A autðDÞ as
f ¼ Rb � fl, with b A T and l A D. In this decomposition, both b and l are uniquely de-
termined. We can then identify autðDÞ with the set T � D, which can be visualized as
a subset of R4. Thinking of R4 as a subset of the complex four-dimensional space C4, we
can define real-analytic functions on T � D as those that extend holomorphically to some
open subset of C4 containing T � D. We can also think of another complex structure:
T � DHC3, viewing T as a subset of C, and D as a subset of R2HC2. This complex
structure also gives rise to a class of real-analytic functions. Fortunately, the two di¤erent
complex structures induce the same class of real-analytic functions.

There is a left and right invariant Haar measure on autðDÞ, which in terms of the
representation (4.1) takes the form

df ¼ 2r dr

ð1
 r2Þ2
dsðaÞ dsðbÞ;

and in terms of the representation f ¼ Rb � fl, with ðb; lÞ A T � D, it becomes

df ¼ dSðlÞ
ð1
 jlj2Þ2

dsðbÞ:
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Let F: autðDÞ ! 0;þy½ be a real-analytic function of the product form

FðfÞ ¼ F1ðbÞF2ðlÞ; f ¼ Rb � fl;

where

F2ðlÞ ¼ ðN 
 1Þð1
 jlj2ÞN ; l A D;ð4:2Þ

for some integer N ¼ 2; 3; 4; . . . ; which has integral

Ð
D

F2ðlÞ
dSðlÞ

ð1
 jlj2Þ2
¼ 1;

and F1: T ! 0;þy½ is some real-analytic function with integral
Ð
T

F1ðbÞ dsðbÞ ¼ 1:

For instance, we can take

F1ðbÞ ¼
1
 %2

j1þ %bj2
; b A T;ð4:3Þ

for some real parameter % with 0 < % < 1. We shall now see that

Ð
autðDÞ

FðfÞh � f
1ð0Þ df ¼ hð0Þð4:4Þ

for all bounded harmonic functions h on D. For f ¼ Rb � fl, we have f
1 ¼ fl � Rb
, so

that f
1ð0Þ ¼ l. It follows that the left hand side of (4.4) assumes the form

Ð
T�D

F1ðbÞF2ðlÞhðlÞ dsðbÞ
dSðlÞ

ð1
 jlj2Þ2

¼
Ð
T

F1ðbÞ dsðbÞ
Ð
D

ðN 
 1Þð1
 jlj2ÞN
2
hðlÞ dSðlÞ ¼ hð0Þ;

for all bounded harmonic functions h on D, as claimed, if we use the mean value property.
We shall use the function F to regularize o: consider the function

oFðzÞ ¼
Ð

autðDÞ
FðfÞo � fðzÞjf 0ðzÞj2 df:ð4:5Þ

It is strictly positive on D, because with the given choice of the smoothing function F, the
only way for oF to vanish at a point z A D would be that o � fðzÞ ¼ 0 for almost all f in
autðDÞ, which never happens, given the assumptions on o. Just as o, the function oF is
logarithmically subharmonic, because each individual function o � fjf 0j2 occurring in the
integral is, and because the logarithmically subharmonic functions form a cone. It is rep-
resenting as well, as a computation shows:
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Ð
D

hðzÞoFðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼
Ð

autðDÞ
FðfÞ

Ð
D

hðzÞo � fðzÞjf 0ðzÞj2 dSðzÞ df

¼
Ð

autðDÞ
FðfÞ

Ð
D

h � f
1ðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ df

¼
Ð

autðDÞ
FðfÞh � f
1ð0Þ df ¼ hð0Þ;

for all bounded harmonic functions h on D, where we use (4.4). A shift of variables yields
the alternative representation

oFðzÞ ¼ ð1
 jzj2Þ
2
Ð

autðDÞ
Fðf � fzÞo � fð0Þjf 0ð0Þj2 df:

This is a mean of the various functions Fðf � fzÞ, taken over the variable f, because

Ð
autðDÞ

o � fð0Þjf 0ð0Þj2 df ¼
Ð

T�D

oðblÞð1
 jlj2Þ2 dsðbÞ dSðlÞ
ð1
 jlj2Þ2

¼
Ð

T�D

oðblÞ dsðbÞ dSðlÞ ¼
Ð
T

oð0Þ dsðbÞ ¼ 1:

We want oF to approximate o in L1ðDÞ norm, and to be real-analytic on D. The first aim
is reached by letting F have most of its mass concentrated near the unit element of the
group autðDÞ, which in the coordinates f ¼ Rb � fl corresponds to l ¼ 0 and b ¼ 
1. That
means that the parameter N should be very large for the function F2 given by (4.2) to be
concentrated near 0 in D, and that the function F1 given by (4.3) should have most of its
mass near the point 
1 on the unit circle, which happens if the parameter % is close to 1. It
is helpful to know that the contribution of remote elements f to the integral (4.5) defining
oF is small: here we can use the a priori bound in Lemma 2.2 on o and the fact that the
function F2ðlÞ drops o¤ quickly as l approaches T. To deal with the second aim, we pro-
ceed as follows. For f ¼ Rb � fl,

f � fz ¼ Rbg � ffzðlÞ; with g ¼ flðzÞ
fzðlÞ

¼ lz
 1

1
 lz
;ð4:6Þ

so that

Fðf � fzÞ ¼ F1ðbgÞF2

�
fzðlÞ

�
; f ¼ Rb � fl:

We shall need the following: the functions Fðf � fzÞ, considered as functions of z A D,
should extend holomorphically to a neighborhood U of DHR2 in C2, and be uniformly
bounded there. We shall do this locally around an arbitrary point z0 A D. A calculation
shows that

F2

�
fzðlÞ

�
¼ ðN 
 1Þ ð1
 jzj2ÞNð1
 jlj2ÞN

j1
 lzj2N
:
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Real-analytic functions on D are functions of the type Fðz; zÞ, where F is a holomorphic
function of two variables in a neighborhood of the anti-diagonal fðz; zÞ: z A Dg. A holo-
morphic extension of F2

�
fzðlÞ

�
is supplied by the formula

Fðz; z�Þ ¼ ðN 
 1Þ ð1
 zz
�ÞNð1
 jlj2ÞN

ð1
 lzÞNð1
 lz�ÞN
;

which is bounded uniformly in l A D provided that z is close to z0 and z
� is close to z0. Let

F1 denote not only the real-analytic function on T but also its bounded holomorphic ex-
tension to a neighborhood of T; with F1 given by (4.3), the extension is

F1ðbÞ ¼
1
 %2

ð1þ %bÞð1þ %=bÞ ; b A Cnf
%;
%
1g:

A holomorphic extension of Gðz; zÞ ¼ F1ðbgÞ, where g is given by (4.6), is then given by

Gðz; z�Þ ¼ F1 b
lz� 
 1

1
 lz

� �
;

which is also uniformly bounded in l A D provided that z is close to z0 and z
� is close to z0.

It follows that with the above choice of F, oF approximates o in the L1ðDÞ norm, is
reproducing, logarithmically subharmonic, and real-analytic on D.

The e¤ect of dilatation. We wish to approximate a given weight o on D, which is
logarithmically subharmonic and reproducing, by a positive weight which is real-analytic
on the closed disk D, and has the same properties. From the previous section we know that
we can achieve real-analyticity in the interior D. We can therefore assume from the start
that o is real-analytic and positive on D.

For r, 0 < r < 1, let orðzÞ ¼ oðrzÞ be the associated dilatation of o. We shall see that
or is subrepresenting, that is, that for all positive bounded harmonic functions h on D, we
have

Ð
D

hðzÞorðzÞ dSðzÞe hð0Þ:ð4:7Þ

Let Pðz; zÞ denote the Poisson kernel

Pðz; zÞ ¼ 1
 jzj2

j1
 zzj2
; ðz; zÞ A D � T;

and consider, for l A D, the function

Ð
T

Pðl; aÞoðazÞ dsðaÞ; z A D:
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As a function of l, this function is harmonic and equals oðlzÞ for l A T. As the function
oðlzÞ is subharmonic in the variable l, it follows that

oðlzÞe
Ð
T

Pðl; aÞoðazÞ dsðaÞ; ðz; lÞ A D � D:

We specialize to l ¼ r, 0 < r < 1:

orðzÞe
Ð
T

Pðr; aÞoðazÞ dsðaÞ; z A D:

By the reproducing property of o, we get for all positive bounded harmonic functions h on
D that

Ð
D

hðzÞorðzÞ dSðzÞe
Ð

T�D

hðzÞPðr; aÞoðazÞ dSðzÞ dsðaÞð4:8Þ

¼
Ð
T

Pðr; aÞ
Ð
D

hðzÞoðazÞ dSðzÞ dsðaÞ

¼
Ð
T

Pðr; aÞhð0Þ dsðaÞ ¼ hð0Þ;

as asserted above.

Completing subrepresenting weights. We now complete the subrepresenting weight
or by adding a suitable small term which makes the sum representing. We consider first the
harmonic function

P�½orðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

Pðz; zÞorðzÞ dSðzÞ; z A D;

where we have extended the Poisson kernel to the interior:

Pðz; zÞ ¼ 1
 jzzj2

j1
 zzj2
; ðz; zÞ A D � D:

The function P�½or extends harmonically to a neighborhood of the closed unit disk. One
way to see this is to realize that P�½orjT is the outward normal derivative of the function

G½orðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

Gðz; zÞorðzÞ dSðzÞ; z A D;

which solves the problem DG½or ¼ or with boundary data G½orjT ¼ 0. Here, Gð� ; �Þ de-
notes the Green function for the laplacian D on D. By a classical theorem of Painlevé, the
real-analyticity of the data or forces the real-analyticity of the solution G½or, also on the
boundary (see also [32]). The assertion that P�½or is real-analytic and hence harmonic on
D is immediate. By the subrepresenting property (4.7) of or, 0 < P

�½ore 1 throughout D,
and hence we have 0eP�½ore 1 also on T. Let y be a real parameter with 0 < y < 1, and
consider the function HðzÞ ¼ 1
 yP�½orðzÞ, which is harmonic, bounded above by 1, and
positive, in a neighborhood of D. Let %, 1 < % < þy, be so close to 1 that H is harmonic
on the dilated disk %D. Then the function
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FðzÞ ¼
Ð
T

ð1
 %
2Þ2

j1
 %
1zzj4
Hð%zÞ dsðzÞ; z A %D;ð4:9Þ

is real-analytic in %D and F is positive there. Moreover, F is logarithmically subharmonic,
and for z A D,

P�½F ðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

Pðz; zÞFðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

Pðz; zÞ
Ð
T

ð1
 %
2Þ2

j1
 %
1zxj4
Hð%xÞ dsðxÞ dSðzÞ

¼
Ð
T

Ð
D

Pðz; zÞ ð1
 %
2Þ2

j1
 %
1zxj4
dSðzÞHð%xÞ dsðxÞ ¼

Ð
T

Pð%
1z; xÞHð%xÞ dsðxÞ ¼ HðzÞ:

It follows that the weight

~ooðzÞ ¼ yorðzÞ þ FðzÞ; z A D;

is logarithmically subharmonic, strictly positive, and real-analytic on some neighborhood
of D. It also has P�½ ~oo ¼ 1, which is another way of expressing that ~oo is reproducing:

Ð
D

hðzÞ ~ooðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ hð0Þ;

first for all bounded and positive harmonic functions h, then in a second step, for all bounded
harmonic functions h on D.

We now look at the L1ðDÞ norm proximity to the original weight o. If the parameter
r, 0 < r < 1, is close to 1, the dilate or is close to o. Also, if y is close to 1, the function yor
still approximates o well. But this means that yP�½orð0Þ is close to 1, and as the L1ðDÞ
norm of F equals the di¤erence 1
 P�½orð0Þ, the modified weight ~oo approximates o well
in L1ðDÞ. r

5. The approximation of Green functions

Let o be logarithmically subharmonic on the unit disk D and reproducing (for the
origin). We wish to show that the biharmonic Green function Go for the fourth order el-
liptic operator Do
1D with vanishing Dirichlet data is positive. By Theorem 4.1, o can be
approximated in the L1ðDÞ norm by a weight ~oo which in addition to being logarithmically
subharmonic and reproducing is real-analytic and strictly positive on D. We need to show
that the corresponding Green functions Go and G~oo are appropriately close.

We shall need the following basic estimate of the kernel Ko, obtained by Hedenmalm
in [22].

Theorem 5.1. Let o be a logarithmically subharmonic weight which is reproducing for

the origin. Then

jKoðz; zÞje
2

j1
 zzj2
; ðz; zÞ A D � D:
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Theorem 5.2. Let o and on, for n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; be logarithmically subharmonic
weights which reproduce for the origin. If on ! o in the norm of L1ðDÞ as n! þy, then
Gonðz; zÞ ! Goðz; zÞ pointwise in D � D as n! þy.

Proof. Let n denote a weight of the same general type as o and on, and recall that
by the reproducing property of n, we have the following identity of reproducing kernel
functions (see Proposition 2.3):

Qnðz; zÞ ¼ 2ReKnðz; zÞ 
 1; ðz; zÞ A D � D:ð5:1Þ

As in Definition 3.1, let Hnð� ; zÞ be the function

Hnðz; zÞ ¼ 

Ð
D

Qnðz; hÞGðh; zÞnðhÞ dSðhÞ; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

so that

Gnðz; zÞ ¼
Ð
D

Gðz; xÞ½Gðx; zÞ þHnðx; zÞnðxÞ dSðxÞ; ðz; zÞ A D � D:ð5:2Þ

By Theorem 5.1 and the relationship (5.1), we have the estimate

jQnðz; zÞje 1þ 4

j1
 zzj2
; ðz; zÞ A D � D:ð5:3Þ

We shall use this to estimate the size of the kernel Hn. We observe that by the reproducing
property of n,

Ð
D

1
 jzhj2

j1
 zhj2
nðhÞ dSðhÞ ¼ 1; z A D;ð5:4Þ

and that by Fatou’s lemma, the integral on the left hand side is bounded by 1 for z A T.
For z confined to a compact subset X of D, the Green function Gðh; zÞ is comparable to

ð1
 jhj2Þ near the boundary, which allows us to use estimate (5.3) in conjunction with
(5.4) to obtain the uniform estimate

jHnðz; zÞjeCðX Þ; z A D; z A X ;ð5:5Þ

for some positive constant CðX Þ depending on X, universal for all the weights n. We
now show that Honð� ; zÞ ! Hoð� ; zÞ in an appropriate norm. For fixed z A D, the function
Fnð� ; zÞ, defined by

Fnðz; zÞ ¼ Gðz; zÞ þHnðz; zÞ;

is perpendicular to the bounded harmonic functions in the scalar product of L2ðD; nÞ. Us-
ing this fact and the estimate (5.5), we arrive at the identities

Ð
D

jHoðz; zÞ 
Honðz; zÞj
2oðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼

Ð
D

�
jFonðz; zÞj

2 
 jFoðz; zÞj2
�
oðzÞ dSðzÞ;
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and

Ð
D

jHoðz; zÞ 
Honðz; zÞj
2onðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼

Ð
D

�
jFoðz; zÞj2 
 jFonðz; zÞj

2�onðzÞ dSðzÞ:
We add these together, and obtain

Ð
D

jHoðz; zÞ 
Honðz; zÞj
2�oðzÞ þ onðzÞ

�
dSðzÞ

¼
Ð
D

�
jFoðz; zÞj2 
 jFonðz; zÞj

2��onðzÞ 
 oðzÞ
�
dSðzÞ:

By the uniform estimate (5.5), the growth estimate of reproducing logarithmically sub-
harmonic weights of Lemma 2.2, and the L1ðDÞ convergence on ! o, it follows that uni-
formly in z A X ,

Ð
D

jHoðz; zÞ 
Honðz; zÞj
2oðzÞ dSðzÞ ! 0 as n! þy;ð5:6Þ

or in other words, Honð� ; zÞ ! Hoð� ; zÞ in the norm of L2ðD;oÞ. By (5.2),

Goðz; zÞ 
 Gonðz; zÞ ¼
Ð
D

Gðz; xÞ½Hoðx; zÞ 
Honðx; zÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ

þ
Ð
D

Gðz; xÞ½Gðx; zÞ þHonðx; zÞ
�
oðxÞ 
 onðxÞ

�
dSðxÞ; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

so that the desired result follows from (5.6), (5.5), the growth estimate of Lemma 2.2, and
the L1ðDÞ convergence on ! o. r

6. Bergman kernels: structural properties

The general theory of reproducing kernels. In the general theory of reproducing
kernel functions (see Saitoh’s book [37]), introduced and studied by Mercer, Moore,
Aronszajn, Kreı̆n, and Schwartz, a complex-valued function K of two variables, say ðx; yÞ,
defined on some product set E � E, is said to be a reproducing kernel if for any finite subset
fx1; x2; . . . ; xNg of E, we have that the matrix

fKðxj; xkÞgNj;k¼1

is positive definite, in other words, that

0e
PN
j;k¼1

Kðxj; xkÞwjwk

holds for all sequences fwjgNj¼1 A CN . In particular, such a kernel has 0eKðx; xÞ,
Kðx; yÞ ¼ Kðy; xÞ, and

jKðx; yÞjeKðx; xÞ
1
2Kðy; yÞ

1
2;ð6:1Þ
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for all x and y in E. The above definition does not refer to any Hilbert space of functions
with bounded point evaluations, which was the way we defined the reproducing kernels for
the Bergman spaces back in Section 2. It turns out that if we have a Hilbert space of func-
tions with bounded point evaluations, then its reproducing kernel function has the above
positive definiteness property, and that if on the other hand, we have a reproducing kernel
function as above, there exists a unique Hilbert space for which it reproduces the point
evaluation functionals, by a theorem ascribed to Moore and Aronszajn [37]. For instance,
if we take a subspace S with the properties assumed in Section 2, and write down an or-
thonormal basis fjjg

y
j¼1 for S2ðW;oÞ, then by the formula for the kernel in terms of the

basis,

0e
Py
l¼1

����PN
j¼1

jlðzjÞwj
����
2

¼
Py
l¼1

PN
j;k¼1

jlðzjÞjlðzkÞwjwk ¼
PN
j;k¼1

KSðzj; zkÞwjwk:

The following general result is of some interest; it is known, but we do not have
a reference. An infinite matrix fAð j; kÞgyj;k¼0 is said to be positive definite if each finite
submatrix fAð j; kÞgN
1

j;k¼0 is positive definite, that is, for any finite sequence of points
fajgN
1

j¼0 A CN , we have that

0e
PN
1

j;k¼1
Að j; kÞajak:

Proposition 6.1. Let K be a function with a convergent power series expansion on the

bidisk D2,

Kðz; zÞ ¼
Py
j;k¼0

K̂Kð j; kÞz jzk; ðz; zÞ A D � D:

Then K is a reproducing kernel on D � D if and only if the infinite matrix fK̂Kð j; kÞgyj;k¼0 is
positive definite.

Proof. Let fwjgNj¼1 A CN be arbitrary, and put

am ¼
PN
j¼1

ojz
m
j ;ð6:2Þ

where fzjgNj¼1 is a given sequence of points in D. Then a change of the order of summation
shows that

PN
j;k¼1

Kðzj; zkÞwjwk ¼
Py
m;n¼0

K̂Kðm; nÞ
PN
j;k¼1

wjwkz
m
j z

n
k ¼

Py
m;n¼0

K̂Kðm; nÞajak:

One implication is immediate: if fK̂Kðm; nÞgym;n¼0 is positive definite, then K is a repro-
ducing kernel. We turn to the reverse implication. Given a sequence famgNm¼1 A CN , we
would like to find points z1; . . . ; zN in D and a sequence fwjgNj¼1 A CN such that (6.2) holds
for m ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ;N, because then the reverse implication also follows from the above
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identity. This can easily be accomplished by choosing the points equidistantly on a con-
centric circle of radius r, 0 < r < 1,

zj ¼ re2pij=N ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N;

because then we can use Fourier analysis on finite commutative groups to find expressions
for wj in terms of the am’s so as to have the desired relation between these two finite se-
quences. r

Reproducing kernels for weighted Bergman spaces. In the rest of the section, we shall
be concerned with weights o: D ! ½0;þy½ which are area-summable on D and meet the
following two conditions:

. o is logarithmically subharmonic on D, and

. o is reproducing for the origin.

We shall study the reproducing kernel Ko for the Hilbert space P2ðD;oÞ in detail
under these assumptions.

The following structure result is a well known consequence of the fact that the shift
operator Sf ðzÞ ¼ zf ðzÞ is contractive on P2ðD;oÞ(see Saitoh [37], p. 135).

Theorem 6.2. The function Joðz; zÞ ¼ ð1
 zzÞKoðz; zÞ is the reproducing kernel for a
Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on D.

The similar-looking structure result below is key to our further investigations.

Theorem 6.3. The function Lo defined by the equality

Koðz; zÞ ¼
1
 zzLoðz; zÞ

ð1
 zzÞ2

is the reproducing kernel for a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on D.

We postpone the proof a little. First, we need the following important property of the
shift operator S, Sf ðzÞ ¼ zf ðzÞ, acting on P2ðD;oÞ.

Proposition 6.4. For any two functions f ; g A P2ðD;oÞ, we have the inequality

kSf þ gk2o e 2ðk f k2o þ kSgk2oÞ:

Proof. It is enough to obtain the inequality when f and g are polynomials. Let us
first assume the weight o is Cy-smooth up to the boundary. For any l A Cnf0g, we have
that

0eDz
�
jgðzÞ 
 l
1z3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞ

�
ð6:3Þ

¼ Dz
�
jgðzÞj2oðzÞ

�

 2Re

�
l
1Dz

�
gðzÞz3 f ðzÞoðzÞ

��
þ jlj
2Dz

�
jz3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞ

�
;
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for z A D, where the first inequality holds because the product of a logarithmically sub-
harmonic function and the modulus-squared of a holomorphic function is again logarith-
mically subharmonic, and in particular, subharmonic. Substituting l ¼ z2 in (6.3), we
obtain

0eDz
�
jgðzÞj2oðzÞ

�

 2Re

�
z
2Dz

�
gðzÞz3 f ðzÞoðzÞ

��
ð6:4Þ

þ jzj
4Dz
�
jz3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞ

�
:

We note that none of the three terms on the right hand side has the slightest singularity at
the origin, even though it may seem so to the inexperienced eye. By Green’s formula,

Ð
D

ð1
 jzj2Þ2Dz
�
jgðzÞj2oðzÞ

�
dSðzÞ ¼

Ð
D

ð4jzj2 
 2ÞjgðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ:ð6:5Þ

A slightly more sophisticated exercise involving Green’s formula shows that if Dð0; eÞ stands
for a small circular disk about the origin of radius e, then

Ð
DnDð0; eÞ

ð1
 jzj2Þ2
�
z
2Dz

�
gðzÞz3 f ðzÞoðzÞ

��
dSðzÞð6:6Þ

¼
Ð

DnDð0; eÞ
Dz
�
z
2ð1
 jzj2Þ2

��
gðzÞz3 f ðzÞoðzÞ

�
dSðzÞ

þ 2
Ð

qDð0; eÞ

�
ð1
 jzj2Þ2z
2qnðzÞ

�
gðzÞz3 f ðzÞoðzÞ

�


 qnðzÞ
�
ð1
 jzj2Þ2z
2

�
gðzÞz3 f ðzÞoðzÞ

�
dsðzÞ

¼
Ð

DnDð0; eÞ
zgðzÞ f ðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ þOðeÞ;

as e ! 0, where the normal derivative is taken inward with respect to the disk Dð0; eÞ.

We apply Green’s formula a third time, and obtain

Ð
DnDð0; eÞ

ð1
 jzj2Þ2
�
jzj
4Dz

�
jz3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞ

��
dSðzÞð6:7Þ

¼
Ð

DnDð0; eÞ
Dz
�
jzj
4ð1
 jzj2Þ2

�
jz3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ

þ 2
Ð

qDð0; eÞ

�
ð1
 jzj2Þ2jzj
4qnðzÞ

�
jz3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞ

�


 jz3 f ðzÞj2oðzÞqnðzÞ
�
ð1
 jzj2Þ2jzj
4

��
dsðzÞ

¼
Ð

DnDð0; eÞ
ð4
 2jzj2Þj f ðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ þOðeÞ;

as e ! 0. Putting the terms (6.5)–(6.7) together, using (6.4), we arrive in the limit e ! 0 at
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0e
Ð
D

ð4jzj2 
 2ÞjgðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞð6:8Þ


 4Re
Ð
D

zgðzÞ f ðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ þ
Ð
D

ð4
 2jzj2Þj f ðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ;

which expresses in expanded form the inequality we are looking for. We now turn to the
explanation of why we can assume o to be Cy-smooth. From the previous section, we
know that we can approximate o in the L1ðDÞ-norm with weights of the same type but
with a much higher degree of smoothness (Co on D, in fact). And since we only need to
check the above inequality (6.8) for fixed polynomials f ; g at a time, the assertion is im-
mediate. r

In addition to the forward shift S, we shall need the backward shift T, as defined by

Tf ðzÞ ¼ f ðzÞ 
 f ð0Þ
z

; z A D;

which we think of as acting on P2ðD;oÞ. The composed operator TS is the identity, and
ST is given by STf ðzÞ ¼ f ðzÞ 
 f ð0Þ. The forward shift S is a contraction on P2ðD;oÞ,
and so is ST, because of the reproducing property of the weight o, which leads to the norm
identity

k f k2o ¼ k f 
 f ð0Þk2o þ j f ð0Þj2; f A P2ðD;oÞ:

The variant of Proposition 6.4 which we shall actually use is the following.

Corollary 6.5. For any two functions f ; g A P2ðD;oÞ, we have the inequality

kSf þ Tgk2o e 2ðk f k2o þ kgk2oÞ:

We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.3.

Proof. Solving for Lo, we find that

Loðz; zÞ ¼
1

zz

�
1
 ð1
 zzÞ2Koðz; zÞ

�
ð6:9Þ

¼ 1
 Koðz; zÞ
zz

þ 2Koðz; zÞ 
 zzKoðz; zÞ:

By the reproducing property of the weight o, we have that

Koðz; 0Þ ¼ Koð0; zÞ ¼ 1; ðz; zÞ A D � D;ð6:10Þ

so that by some well-known division properties of holomorphic function on the bidisk D2,
the function Loðz; zÞ is holomorphic on D2. As a consequence of Theorem 5.1, the kernel

zzLoðz; zÞ ¼ 1
 ð1
 zzÞ2Koðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D � D;
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is bounded in modulus by 3, so that by the maximum principle for holomorphic functions
of two complex variables,

jLoðz; zÞje 3; ðz; zÞ A D � D:ð6:11Þ

We shall see later that the bound 3 may be replaced by 1, which is best possible.

We wish to prove that Lo is a reproducing kernel. In other words, we should show
that for any finite subset fz1; z2; . . . ; zNg of D, it is the case that

0e
PN
j;k¼1

Loðzj; zkÞwjwkð6:12Þ

holds for all sequences fwjgNj¼1 A CN . By exploiting the reproducing property of the kernel
Ko, we have that

Loðzj; zkÞ ¼
Ð

D�D

Loðz; zÞKoðzj; zÞKoðz; zkÞoðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ dSðzÞ;

where the integral is absolutely convergent because of estimate (6.11) and the bound on Ko

from Theorem 5.1. If we let f be the HyðDÞ function—HyðDÞ is the algebra of bounded
holomorphic functions on D—given by the formula

f ðzÞ ¼
PN
j¼1

ojKoðz; zjÞ; z A D;

we see that (6.12) is equivalent to having

0e
Ð

D�D

Loðz; zÞ f ðzÞ f ðzÞoðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ dSðzÞ:ð6:13Þ

We shall obtain (6.13) for all f A HyðDÞ. The forward and backward shift operators S and
T, acting on P2ðD;oÞ, have adjoints S �

o and T
�
o , where the subscript indicates that the ad-

joint is taken with respect to the inner product of P2ðD;oÞ:

hSf ; gio ¼ h f ;S �
ogio; hTf ; gio ¼ h f ;T �

ogio; for f ; g A P2ðD;oÞ:

We have from (6.9) and (6.10) that for f A HyðDÞ,

Ð
D

Loðz; zÞ f ðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ

¼ 
 1
z
h f ;TKoð� ; zÞio þ 2h f ;Koð� ; zÞio 
 zh f ;SKoð� ; zÞio

¼ 
 1
z
hT �

o f ;Koð� ; zÞio þ 2h f ;Koð� ; zÞio 
 zhS �
o f ;Koð� ; zÞio

¼ 
T
�
o f ðzÞ
z

þ 2 f ðzÞ 
 zS �
o f ðzÞ; z A D;
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so that since T �
o f ð0Þ ¼ 0—due to the reproducing property of o—we can condense the

above to

Ð
D

Loðz; zÞ f ðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ 
TT �
o f ðzÞ þ 2 f ðzÞ 
 SS �

o f ðzÞ; z A D:

Integrating also with respect to the z variable, we arrive at

Ð
D�D

Loðz; zÞ f ðzÞ f ðzÞoðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ dSðzÞ

¼ 
hTT �
o f ; f io þ 2h f ; f io 
 hSS �

o f ; f io ¼ 
kT �
o f k

2
o þ 2k f k2o 
 kS �

o f k
2
o;

which shows that what we in fact need to know is that

0e 2
 TT �
o 
 SS �

o;ð6:14Þ

where the inequality is interpreted in the sense of operator theory (that is: 0eA means that
0e hAx; xi holds for all space elements x). Let P2ðD;oÞlP2ðD;oÞ be the orthogonal
sum of the two spaces, with elements ð f ; gÞ, f ; g A P2ðD;oÞ, and the inner product

hð f1; g1Þ; ð f2; g2Þio;o ¼ h f1; f2io þ hg1; g2io:

We consider the operator R: P2ðD;oÞlP2ðD;oÞ ! P2ðD;oÞ given by

Rð f ; gÞ ¼ 2

1
2ðSf þ TgÞ;

and note that if R�
o: P

2ðD;oÞ ! P2ðD;oÞlP2ðD;oÞ is the adjoint defined by

hRð f ; gÞ; hio ¼ hð f ; gÞ;R�
ohio;o; f ; g; h A P2ðD;oÞ;

then we have R�
oðhÞ ¼ 2


1
2ðS �

oh;T
�
ohÞ. It immediately follows that

RR�
o f ¼

1

2
ðSS �

o f þ TT �
o f Þ; f A P2ðD;oÞ;

so that the assertion (6.14) can be written as RR�
o e 1. This, however, is fulfilled precisely

when R�
o is a contraction. By Corollary 6.5, the operator R is a contraction, which implies

that R�
o is a contraction as well. The proof is complete. r

Corollary 6.6. Let the kernel Lo be as in Theorem 6.3. Then

jLoðz; zÞj < 1; ðz; zÞ A D2:

Proof. The identity

Koðz; zÞ ¼
1
 jzj2Loðz; zÞ

ð1
 jzj2Þ2
; z A D;
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together with the observations that 0eKoðz; zÞ and 0eLoðz; zÞ shows that

0eLoðz; zÞe 1;

because the function Loðz; zÞ is subharmonic on D. In fact, unless Loðz; zÞ equals the con-
stant 1 identically on D, we have a strict inequality: Loðz; zÞ < 1. And if Loðz; zÞ1 1, then
Loðz; zÞ1 1 too, because a kernel function is determined by its values along the diagonal.
But if Loðz; zÞ1 1, then the kernel Ko must be the Hardy kernel (associated with the space
H 2ðDÞ), which cannot be, because H 2ðDÞ is not of the type P2ðD;oÞ. We conclude that
jLoðz; zÞj < 1, because after all, Loðz; zÞ is the norm-squared of the point evaluation func-
tional at z A D in the Hilbert space of holomorphic functions that can be associated with
Lo. r

We have achieved an improvement on the estimate of Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 6.7. The reproducing kernel Ko can be estimated as follows:

jKoðz; zÞje
1þ jzzj
j1
 zzj2

; ðz; zÞ A D2:

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 6.6. r

The kernel Lo has the following boundary behavior.

Theorem 6.8. Suppose our weight o is continuous on D, in which case 1eojT. Then
the diagonal function Loðz; zÞ has a continuous extension to D, and the boundary values are

Loðz; zÞ ¼ 1
 1

oðzÞ ; z A T:

Proof. For l A D, let Fl be the function

FlðzÞ ¼
1
 jlj2

ð1
 lzÞ2
; z A D;

which has norm 1 in P2ðDÞ. We fix a point z A T. As l approaches z from the interior, Fl
tends to 0 uniformly o¤ every fixed neighborhood of the point z, and consequently, the
measure jFlj2 dS tends to the unit point mass at z. We apply this observation to integration
against the weight o, and obtain

Ð
D

jFlðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ ! oðzÞ as l ! z:

On the other hand, we have the estimate

1

ð1
 jlj2Þ2
¼ jFlðlÞj2 eKoðl; lÞ

Ð
D

jFlðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ;
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so that

1

oðzÞ e lim inf
l!z

ð1
 jlj2Þ2Koðl; lÞ ¼ lim inf
l!z

�
1
 jlj2Loðl; lÞ

�
¼ 1
 lim sup

l!z

Loðl; lÞ;

which leads to half of the desired assertion,

lim sup
l!z

Loðl; lÞe 1
 1

oðzÞ ; z A T:

For the other half, we use another collection of functions. For l A D, let Gl be the
function

GlðzÞ ¼ Koðl; lÞ

1
2Koðz; lÞ; z A D;

which has norm 1 in P2ðD;oÞ. By the estimate of the kernel function of Theorem 5.1, and
the well-known fact that Koðl; lÞ ! þy as jlj ! 1 (this quantity represents the norm-
squared of the point evaluation functional, and the space P2ðD;oÞ contains the Hardy
space H 2ðDÞ), the function Gl tends to 0 uniformly o¤ a fixed neighborhood of the point z
as l approaches z A T. In particular, the measure jGlj2o dS converges to a point mass at z
as l ! z. Using the properties of the Bergman kernel for P2ðDÞ, we have the estimate

Koðl; lÞ ¼ jGlðlÞj2 ¼
Ð
D

ð1
 lzÞ
2GlðzÞ dSðzÞ
����

����
2

e ð1
 jlj2Þ
2
Ð
D

jGlðzÞj2 dSðzÞ;

whereby in the limit,

Ð
D

jGlðzÞj2 dSðzÞ !
1

oðzÞ as l ! z:

It follows that

1
 lim inf
l!z

Loðl; lÞ ¼ lim sup
l!z

�
1
 jlj2Loðl; lÞ

�

¼ lim sup
l!z

ð1
 jlj2Þ2Koðl; lÞe 1
 1

oðzÞ ;

and consequently,

1
 1

oðzÞ e lim inf
l!z

Loðl; lÞ; z A T:

It follows that 1eojT, because a reproducing kernel is positive along the diagonal. r

Remark 6.9. Let G stand for the biharmonic Green function for D, as given by the
explicit formula (1.6). The—by now classical—factorization-type identity found in [8] for
weights o that reproduce for the origin reads
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Ð
D

j f ðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

j f ðzÞj2 dSðzÞ

þ
Ð

D�D

Gðz; zÞj f 0ðzÞj2DoðzÞ dSðzÞ dSðzÞ; f A H 2ðDÞ;

and in view of the fact that 0 < Gðz; zÞ on D � D, and the logarithmic subharmonicity of o
which leads to 0eDo, we see that

Ð
D

j f ðzÞj2 dSðzÞe
Ð
D

j f ðzÞj2oðzÞ dSðzÞ; f A H 2ðDÞ:

Suppose that o extends to a continuous function on D. Then, by choosing the analytic
function f such that j f j2 dS approximates a point mass at a point on the boundary T, we
have that 1eoðzÞ on T.

The function Lo is bounded and sesqui-holomorphic on D2—meaning that the func-
tion Loðz; zÞ is a holomorphic function of two variables there—and hence it possesses
radial boundary values almost everywhere on the torus T2, with respect to the usual area
measure there. It follows that the kernels Ko and Qo, too, have radial boundary values
almost everywhere on T2: for Ko, we can use the formula defining Lo in Theorem 6.3, and
for Qo, there is the identity of Proposition 2.3:

Qoðz; zÞ ¼ 2ReKoðz; zÞ 
 1; ðz; zÞ A D2:ð6:15Þ

The following result will be used later on in the proof of the positivity of the weighted bi-
harmonic Green function Go. For this reason, we specify explicitly all the requirements on
the weight o.

Corollary 6.10. Let o be a logarithmically subharmonic reproducing weight on D,
which is continuous on D. We then have the inequality (almost everywhere)

Qoðz; zÞe
 1

oðzÞ þ
1

oðzÞ

� �
1

jz
 zj2
; ðz; zÞ A T � TndðTÞ:

Proof. Since the kernel Lo is reproducing for some space, we have

jLoðz; zÞjeLoðz; zÞ
1
2Loðz; zÞ

1
2; z; z A D;

and in view of Theorem 6.8 and the geometric-arithmetic mean value inequality, we obtain,
almost everywhere,

jLoðz; zÞje 1
 1

oðzÞ

� �1
2

1
 1

oðzÞ

� �1
2

e 1
 1

2

1

oðzÞ þ
1

oðzÞ

� �
; ðz; zÞ A T2:ð6:16Þ

We write the equation for Ko in terms of Lo as

Koðz; zÞ ¼
1
 zzLoðz; zÞ

ð1
 zzÞ2
¼ 1

1
 zz
þ zz

ð1
 zzÞ2

 zz

ð1
 zzÞ2
Loðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D2;
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where we notice the appearance of the Kœbe function

kðzÞ ¼ z

ð1
 zÞ2
; z A D;

which maps D onto the slit domain Cn 
y;
 1
4

� �
. Its boundary values are

kðzÞ ¼ 
 1

j1
 zj2
; z A Tnf1g;

so that on T2ndðTÞ, Ko equals (almost everywhere)

Koðz; zÞ ¼
1

1
 zz

 1

jz
 zj2

 1

jz
 zj2
Loðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A T2ndðTÞ:

The first term on the right hand side has real part
1

2
. From the identity (6.15), the above

representation formula for Ko, and (6.16), we see that (almost everywhere)

Qoðz; zÞ ¼ 
 2

jz
 zj2

 2

jz
 zj2
ReLoðz; zÞe
 2

jz
 zj2
þ 2

jz
 zj2
jLoðz; zÞj

¼ 
 1

oðzÞ þ
1

oðzÞ

� �
1

jz
 zj2
; ðz; zÞ A T2ndðTÞ;

as asserted. r

Remark 6.11. (a) Proposition 6.4 only uses the logarithmic subharmonicity of o,
not the reproducing property.

(b) In the proof of Theorem 6.3, we appeal to Theorem 5.1 mainly for reasons of
convenience of exposition. The use of it can be avoided entirely, and then one has a dif-
ferent proof of Theorem 5.1 from [22].

(c) It is possible to interpret the assertion of Theorem 6.8 as a statement about the
asymptotic behavior of the matrix

fK̂Koð j; kÞgyj;k¼0:

For large indices, the increments of this matrix in the direction of the diagonal (but not
necessarily on the diagonal) are asymptotically given in terms of the Fourier coe‰cients of
the reciprocal weight o
1jT.

(d) If we assume more regularity of o, say Cy-smoothness on D, then the kernels Ko

and Qo are also much smoother, in fact, C
y-smooth on D � DndðTÞ, so that the assertion

of Corollary 6.10 is valid everywhere on T2ndðTÞ.

(e) Suppose o is Cy-smooth on D and real-analytic near T. It is a natural problem
to ask under what additional assumptions the kernel Lo becomes sesqui-holomorphic on
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D � D. We recall that sesqui-holomorphic means that the function is holomorphic in the
first variable, and anti-holomorphic in the second. One shows that unless D logo ¼ 0
along T, the kernel Ko necessarily develops a logarithmic singularity which prohibits such

smoothness of Lo. An example of this phenomenon is oðzÞ ¼
3

4
ð1þ jzj4Þ, with kernel

Koðz; zÞ ¼
2

3

1

ð1
 zzÞ2
þ 1

1
 zz

 zzþ logð1
 zzÞ

ðzzÞ2

 !
:

7. The weighted Hele-Shaw flow

Here, we assume o is a real-analytic weight on D, which is strictly positive there:
oðzÞ > 0 at all points of D. Moreover, o is assumed logarithmically subharmonic, and re-
producing for the origin:

hð0Þ ¼
Ð
D

hðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ;

for all bounded harmonic functions on D. From [24], we have the following rather
technical-looking result concerning the Hele-Shaw flow which is the result of injecting two-
dimensional fluid into the curved manifold obtained by supplying D with the Riemannian
metric dsðzÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
oðzÞ

p
jdzj, with the origin as injection point. At time t ¼ 1, the whole unit

disk is filled.

Theorem 7.1. For each 0 < re 1, there is a (unique) simply connected domain DðrÞ
contained in D and a conformal map fr: D ! DðrÞ with the following properties:

(a) The boundary of DðrÞ, qDðrÞ, is a real-analytic Jordan curve.

(b) Each DðrÞ contains the origin and each fr preserves the origin.

(c) The domains DðrÞ are increasing in r with Dð1Þ ¼ D, and their intersection is the
point at the origin.

(d) The reproducing property

r2hð0Þ ¼
Ð

DðrÞ
hðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞð7:1Þ

holds for all bounded harmonic functions h on DðrÞ.

(e) The mapping ðr; zÞ 7! frðzÞ extends to a holomorphic function of two complex var-
iables on a neighborhood of ð0; 1 � D.

(f ) For each 0 < r 0 e 1, there is a small open interval J around it such that all the
functions fr, r A J, extend as conformal maps to one and the same neighborhood of D.

(g) For each 0 < r 0 < 1, we have
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1

r2 
 ðr 0Þ2
1DðrÞnDðr 0ÞðzÞ dSðzÞ !

d$r 0 ðzÞ
oðzÞ ;ð7:2Þ

as r! r 0þ, in the weak-star topology of the Borel measures. Here, $r is harmonic measure on

qDðrÞ with respect to the origin.

(h) The evolution equation

dfr
dr

ðzÞ ¼ rzf 0
rðzÞ

Ð
T

zþ z
z
 z

dsðzÞ
o
�
frðzÞ

�
jf 0
rðzÞj

2
ð7:3Þ

holds for all 0 < r < 1 and z A D.

We will call the domain DðrÞ an o-mean value disk of radius r. The reproducing
property (d) above is the most fundamental; in fact, it uniquely determines the domain
DðrÞ.

8. Hadamard’s variational formula

The variational formula for the weighted biharmonic Green function. Let Go; r denote
the weighted biharmonic Green function for the operator Do
1D on the Hele-Shaw flow
domain DðrÞ (see the previous section). Similarly, let Gr be the classical Green function for
DðrÞ, and let Ho; r be the harmonic compensator corresponding to the weight o and the
domain DðrÞ. Since o is real-analytic on D, we conclude using the elliptic regularity theo-
rem of Morrey-Nirenberg [32] (for details, see Section 3) that the Green function Go; r ex-
tends real-analytically to a neighborhood of the set

DðrÞ �DðrÞnd
�
DðrÞ

�
;

where

d
�
DðrÞ

�
¼
�
ðz; zÞ: z A DðrÞ

�

is the diagonal. In particular, for fixed z A DðrÞ, the function Go; r solves the di¤erential
equation

Do
1DGo; rð� ; zÞ ¼ dz

on a neighborhood of DðrÞnfzg. It is intuitively clear that Go; r varies continuously with the
parameter r; in fact, this can be made rigorous, for instance with the methods of Section 5.
We shall derive a variational formula, originally found by Hadamard in 1908, which
describes the development quantitatively [13], pp. 515–641. We follow the pattern from
Hedenmalm’s 1994 paper [19]. We consider two parameter values r; r 0 with 0 < r < r 0 < 1,
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and note that by (3.4) and (3.2), with obvious notations (for instance, Gr is the Green
function for D on DðrÞ),

Go; rðz; zÞ ¼
Ð
DðrÞ

½Grðx; zÞ þHo; rðx; zÞ½Gr 0 ðx; zÞ þHo; r 0 ðx; zÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ;

for ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �DðrÞ, and for ðz; zÞ A Dðr 0Þ �Dðr 0Þ, we have

Go; r 0 ðz; zÞ ¼
Ð

Dðr 0Þ
½Grðx; zÞ þHo; rðx; zÞ½Gr 0 ðx; zÞ þHo; r 0 ðx; zÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ:

As r < r 0, we have the inclusion DðrÞHDðr 0Þ, so that forming the di¤erence of the above
relations, we obtain

Go; r 0 ðz; zÞ 
 Go; rðz; zÞð8:1Þ

¼
Ð

Dðr 0ÞnDðrÞ
½Grðx; zÞ þHo; rðx; zÞ½Gr 0 ðx; zÞ þHo; r 0 ðx; zÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ;

whereby ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �DðrÞ, but, if r 0 is su‰ciently close to r, so that we can use the elliptic
regularity, we can take ðz; zÞ A Dðr 0Þ �Dðr 0Þ. From Theorem 7.1, part (g), we know that as
r 0 ! r, the measure

1

ðr 0Þ2 
 r2
1Dðr 0ÞnDðrÞðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ

converges (in the weak-star topology) to the harmonic measure $r for the point 0 in the
domain DðrÞ, which is supported on qDðrÞ. Dividing both sides of (8.1) by r 0 
 r, and tak-
ing the limit as r 0 ! r, we find that since the Green function Gr vanishes when one of the
variables is on the boundary qDðrÞ,

d

dr
Go; rðz; zÞ ¼ 2r

Ð
qDðrÞ

Ho; rðx; zÞHo; rðx; zÞ d$rðxÞ:ð8:2Þ

Some further explanation is needed here. We need to know a priori that the kernels Go; r,
Ho; r, and Gr depend fairly smoothly on the parameter r. It is convenient to use the con-
formal map fr: D ! DðrÞ to pull back the situation to the unit disk. We then have the
identity

Gorðz; zÞ ¼ Go; r

�
frðzÞ; frðzÞ

�
; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

whereby or ¼ o � frjf 0
rj
2, and the left hand side expresses the Green function on the unit

disk for the weighted biharmonic operator Do
1
r D. By Theorem 7.1, the weight orðzÞ is

real-analytic (and strictly positive) in the coordinates ðz; rÞ on a neighborhood of D � 0; 1.
The Green function Gr is easily expressed in terms of the Green function G ¼ GD for the
laplacian on the unit disk,

Gðz; zÞ ¼ Gr
�
frðzÞ; frðzÞ

�
; ðz; zÞ A D � D;
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and this identity gives us fairly complete regularity information for Gr. As far as Gor is con-
cerned, we can turn to the proof of the elliptic regularity theorem of Morrey-Nirenberg
[32], which gives us more quantitative information concerning the domain of convergence
for the power series used to represent the real-anaytic functions. It can be shown that the
kernel Gorðz; zÞ is real-analytic in the coordinates ðz; z; rÞ on a neighborhood of the product
set �

D 2ndðDÞ
�
� 0; 1;

which then leads to the analogous information that Horðz; zÞ is real-analytic in the co-
ordinates ðz; z; rÞ on a neighborhood of the slightly bigger set�

D 2ndðTÞ
�
� 0; 1:

This justifies the limit process leading up to (8.2).

We want to turn the di¤erential equation (8.2) into an integral equation. Note that
when one of the variables z; z is on the boundary qDðrÞ, and the other is in the interior
DðrÞ, the Green function for Do
1D vanishes: Go; rðz; zÞ ¼ 0. As we integrate (8.2) with re-
spect to r, the following formula emerges:

Go; rðz; zÞ ¼
Ðr

maxfRðzÞ;RðzÞg

Ð
qDð%Þ

Ho; %ðx; zÞHo; %ðx; zÞ d$%ðxÞ2% d%;ð8:3Þ

for ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �DðrÞ. Here, RðzÞ stands for the parameter value of % for which the
boundary of Dð%Þ reaches the point z:

RðzÞ ¼ inff%: z A Dð%Þg:

We know from Section 3 that if the Green function Go; r is positive on DðrÞ �DðrÞ, then the
corresponding harmonic compensator Ho; r is positive on qDðrÞ �DðrÞ, and since the latter
is harmonic in the first variable, it is then positive throughout DðrÞ �DðrÞ. Hadamard’s
variational formula (8.3) provides a kind of converse to the first implication: if all the har-
monic compensators for the subdomains Dð%Þ, 0 < % < r, are positive, then the Green func-
tion Go; r is positive.

The variational formula for the Green function for the laplacian. We turn to Hada-
mard’s better-known variational formula for Gr ([33], p. 46), which has important applica-
tions to the theory of conformal mappings. Let Pr be given by

Prðz; zÞ ¼ 
 1
2
qnðzÞGrðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ � qDðrÞ;

the normal derivative being taken with respect to the boundary qDðrÞ in the interior direc-
tion. This function then serves as a Poisson kernel on DðrÞ. For instance, we have the
identity

d$rðzÞ ¼ Prð0; zÞ dsðzÞ; z A qDðrÞ:

The variational formula states that
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d

dr
Grðz; zÞ ¼ 
2r

Ð
qDðrÞ

Prðz; xÞPrðz; xÞ
d$rðxÞ
oðxÞ ; ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �DðrÞ;

and in integral form, it becomes

Grðz; zÞ ¼ 

Ðr

maxfRðzÞ;RðzÞg

Ð
qDð%Þ

P%ðz; xÞP%ðz; xÞ
d$%ðxÞ
oðxÞ 2% d%;ð8:4Þ

for ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �DðrÞ. We may combine this with equation (3.3), to get

Ho; rðz; zÞ ¼
Ð
DðrÞ

Ðr
maxfRðzÞ;RðhÞg

Ð
qDð%Þ

Qo; rðz; hÞ

� P%ðz; xÞP%ðh; xÞ
d$%ðxÞ
oðxÞ 2% d%oðhÞ dSðhÞ;

which transforms to

Ho; rðz; zÞ ¼
Ðr
RðzÞ

Ð
qDð%Þ

Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; rðz; hÞP%ðh; xÞoðhÞ dSðhÞð8:5Þ

� P%ðz; xÞ
d$%ðxÞ
oðxÞ 2% d%; ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �DðrÞ:

9. Positivity of the weighted biharmonic Green function

We continue the presentation from the previous section on Hadamard’s variational
formula. We recapture: the weight o is real-analytic on D and strictly positive there; we
also suppose that logo is subharmonic on D, and that o reproduces for the origin:

hð0Þ ¼
Ð
D

hðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ

holds for all bounded harmonic functions h on D. The domains DðrÞ, indexed by r,
0 < re 1, are the generalized ‘‘disks’’ about the origin of radius r arising from the weighted
Hele-Shaw flow, and these constitute a real-analytic continuous sequence of simply con-
nected domains, whose boundaries are real-analytic Jordan curves. It is a consequence of
formula (8.5) that if we can prove that

0e
Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; rðz; hÞP%ðh; xÞoðhÞ dSðhÞ; ðx; zÞ A qDð%Þ �DðrÞ;ð9:1Þ

whenever 0 < % < re 1, then the harmonic compensator Ho; r is positive on DðrÞ �DðrÞ.
In the above integral, the function Qoðz; �Þ is harmonic on DðrÞ, and in particular, bounded
there, and the Poisson kernel Pð� ; xÞ is area summable on Dð%Þ. We conclude that the in-
tegral in (9.1) makes sense.

We shall obtain the following result, which is equivalent to (9.1).
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Theorem 9.1. Fix %; r such that 0 < % < re 1. Let h be a positive harmonic function
on Dð%Þ, and define

hrðzÞ ¼
Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; rðz; xÞhðxÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ; z A DðrÞ:

Then hr is positive on DðrÞ.

Proof. It su‰ces to obtain the result under the proviso that h is harmonic and strictly
positive on Dð%Þ. Since Qo; rð0; �Þ ¼ r
2 (this is a consequence of the reproducing property
of the flow domain DðrÞ), the value of the function hr at the center point 0 is

hrð0Þ ¼
1

r2

Ð
Dð%Þ
hðxÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ ¼ %2

r2
hð0Þ;

which is positive. We split the proof into three parts.

Part 1: continuity of hr in r. The function hr is the orthogonal projection of h1Dð%Þ—

interpreted to vanish on DðrÞnDð%Þ—onto the harmonic subspace HL2
�
DðrÞ;o

�
in

L2
�
DðrÞ;o

�
. From the smoothness of the harmonic compensator Ho; r in the r variable

alluded to above, and the corresponding fact for the weighted harmonic Bergman kernel
Qo; r as deduced from the identity

Qo; rðz; zÞ ¼ 
oðzÞ
1DzHo; rðz; zÞ;

it is immediate that hrðzÞ is real-analytic in the coordinates ðz; rÞ on (a neighborhood of )
the set

fðz; rÞ: z A DðrÞ; r A %; 1gW fðz; rÞ: z A DðrÞ; r A ½%; 1g:

We need to investigate the continuity of hrðzÞ near the left end-point r ¼ %. By the repro-
ducing property of the flow domains with respect to the weight, we have that

Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; rðz; xÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ ¼ %2Qo; rðz; 0Þ ¼

%2

r2
; z A DðrÞ;

and hence

hrðzÞ 

r2

%2
hðzÞ ¼

Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; rðz; xÞ

�
hðxÞ 
 hðzÞ

�
oðxÞ dSðxÞ; z A DðrÞ;ð9:2Þ

provided r is so close to % that h is defined as a harmonic function on DðrÞ. We have that
hðxÞ 
 hðzÞ ¼ Oðjz
 xjÞ for z; x in some fixed neighborhood of Dð%Þ, so that part of the
singularity of the kernel Qo; r is neutralized by the appearance of this factor on the right
hand side of (9.2). As before, let fr: D ! DðrÞ be the Riemann map taking 0 onto 0, and let
or stand for the pulled-back weight on the unit disk,

orðzÞ ¼ r
2o � frðzÞjf 0
rðzÞj

2;
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which is reproducing for the origin as well as logarithmically subharmonic. From the con-
formal invariance of the reproducing property of the weighted harmonic Bergman kernel,
the following identity can be deduced:

r2Qo; r

�
frðzÞ; frðzÞ

�
¼ Qorðz; zÞ ¼ 2ReKorðz; zÞ 
 1; ðz; zÞ A D � D:ð9:3Þ

We apply Theorem 5.1 to Kor , and obtain as a result that

r2
��Qo; r

�
frðzÞ; frðzÞ

��� ¼ jQorðz; zÞje 1þ 4

j1
 zzj2
; ðz; zÞ A D � D:ð9:4Þ

We rewrite (9.2) in terms of the variable z, frðzÞ ¼ x, and get

hr � frðzÞ 

r2

%2
h � frðzÞ

¼ r2
Ð

f
1r ðDð%ÞÞ
Qo; r

�
frðzÞ; frðzÞ

��
h
�
frðzÞ

�

 h
�
frðzÞ

��
orðzÞ dSðzÞ; z A D;

where f
1r
�
Dð%Þ

�
HD. Given the estimates mentioned previously, it is easily deduced from

this identity that hr � fr ! h � f% uniformly on D as r! %. In particular, since we assume h
to be strictly positive on Dð%Þ, it follows that hr � fr is uniformly (in r) strictly positive on D

for r in some short interval %; %þ d, with 0 < d.

Part 2: the derivative of hr � fr. The derivative of the composition hr � fr with re-
spect to the parameter r is, by the chain rule,

d

dr
hr � frðzÞ ¼

qhr

qr
� frðzÞ þ 2Re

qhr

qz
� frðzÞ

dfr
dr

ðzÞ
� �

;ð9:5Þ

where the partial derivatives with respect to r and z correspond to thinking of the function
hr as a function of two variables: hrðzÞ ¼ hðz; rÞ. The derivative of fr with respect to r is
supplied by formula (h) of Theorem 7.1, which simplifies to

dfr
dr

ðzÞ ¼ z
r
f 0
rðzÞ

Ð
T

zþ z
z
 z

dsðzÞ
orðzÞ

¼ z
r
f 0
rðzÞHþ

1

or

� �
ðzÞ; z A D;ð9:6Þ

where the symbol Hþ stands for the Herglotz transform. We would like to find a way to
express the partial derivative qrhr. Let r

0, % < r 0 < r be so close to r that hr 0 extends har-
monically and boundedly to DðrÞ. Then, from the reproducing property of the weighted
harmonic Bergman kernel, we have

hr 0 ðzÞ ¼
Ð
DðrÞ
Qo; rðz; xÞhr 0 ðxÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ; z A DðrÞ:ð9:7Þ

On the other hand, again by the reproducing property,

Ð
Dðr 0Þ

Qo; rðz; xÞQo; r 0 ðx; zÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ ¼ Qo; rðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A DðrÞ �Dðr 0Þ;
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so that

Ð
Dðr 0Þ

Qo; rðz; xÞhr 0 ðxÞoðxÞ dSðxÞð9:8Þ

¼
Ð

Dðr 0Þ
Qo; rðz; xÞ

Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; r 0 ðx; zÞhðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ

¼
Ð
Dð%Þ
Qo; rðz; zÞhðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ ¼ hrðzÞ; z A DðrÞ:

Forming the di¤erence between (9.7) and (9.8), we obtain

hrðzÞ 
 hr 0 ðzÞ ¼ 

Ð

DðrÞnDðr 0Þ
Qo; rðz; xÞhr 0 ðxÞoðxÞ dSðxÞ; z A DðrÞ:ð9:9Þ

In view of the observation made following Theorem 7.1, to the e¤ect that the measure

1

r2 
 ðr 0Þ2
1DðrÞnDðr 0ÞðzÞoðzÞ dSðzÞ

converges weak-star to the harmonic measure $r on the boundary for domain DðrÞ with
respect to the interior point 0 as r 0 ! r, it follows from (9.9) that

qhr

qr
ðzÞ ¼ 
2r

Ð
qDðrÞ

Qo; rðz; xÞhrðxÞ d$rðxÞ; z A DðrÞ:

Shifting the coordinates back to the unit disk, we obtain, keeping in mind (9.3),

qhr

qr
� frðzÞ ¼ 
 2

r

Ð
T

Qorðz; zÞhr � frðzÞ dsðzÞ; z A D:ð9:10Þ

By the Poisson integral formula for harmonic functions in D, we have the representation

hr � frðzÞ ¼
Ð
T

1
 jzj2

j1
 zzj2
hr � frðzÞ dsðzÞ; z A D;

which after an application of one of the two Wirtinger di¤erential operators leads to

f 0
rðzÞ

qhr

qz
� frðzÞ ¼

Ð
T

z

ð1
 zzÞ2
hr � frðzÞ dsðzÞ; z A D:ð9:11Þ

In view of (9.6), (9.10), and (9.11), the identity (9.5) becomes

d

dr
hr � frðzÞð9:12Þ

¼ 2

r

Ð
T

�
Re

�
Hþ

�
1

or

�
ðzÞ zz

ð1
 zzÞ2
�

Qorðz; zÞ

�
hr � frðzÞ dsðzÞ; z A D:
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As in the proof of Corollary 6.10, we notice the appearance of the Kœbe function. Sup-
pose for the moment that for some value of the parameter r, % < re 1, the real-analytic
function hr � frjT vanishes along with its (tangential ) derivative at some point z1 A T. Then
hr � frðzÞ ¼ Oðjz
 z1j

2Þ as z approaches z1 along T, which counterbalances the singular-
ities of the Kœbe function and the weighted harmonic Bergman kernel, as estimated by
(9.4), at least when z A D approaches the boundary point z1 radially. Taking into account
the well-known boundary behavior of the Kœbe function, we obtain in the limit that (the
real part of the Herglotz transform is the Poisson integral, with well-known boundary
values)

d

dr
hr � frðz1Þ ¼ 
 2

r

Ð
T

�
1

orðz1Þ
1

jz
 z1j2
þQorðz1; zÞ

�
hr � frðzÞ dsðzÞ:ð9:13Þ

If, in addition, 0e hr � fr on D, well, then, by invoking Corollary 6.10, which states that

Qorðz1; zÞe
 1

orðz1Þ
þ 1

orðzÞ

� �
1

jz
 z1j2
; z A Tnfz1g;

we can assert that

0 <
2

r

Ð
T

1

orðzÞ
1

jz
 z1j2
hr � frðzÞ dsðzÞe

d

dr
hr � frðz1Þ:ð9:14Þ

The leftmost inequality holds because hr � fr cannot vanish identically—after all, we know
that 0 < hrð0Þ ¼ hr � frð0Þ.

Part 3: the finishing argument. Consider the function

hðrÞ ¼ minfhrðzÞ: z A DðrÞg ¼ minfhr � frðzÞ: z A Dg; % < re 1;

which, by the results of Part 1, extends continuously to the interval ½%; 1, and is positive at
the left end-point: 0 < hð%Þ. We shall demonstrate that 0 < hðrÞ holds for all r A ½%; 1,
which is actually slightly stronger than what is needed. We argue by contradiction, and
assume hðrÞe 0 for some r A %; 1½. Forming the infimum over all such r, we find a pa-
rameter value r1 A %; 1½ with hðr1Þ ¼ 0, such that 0 < hðrÞ holds for all r A ½%; r1½. By the
maximum principle, this means that there exists a point z1 A T, such that hr1 � fr1ðz1Þ ¼ 0,
and that 0e hr1 � fr1 elsewhere on D. The point z1 is precisely of the type considered in
Part 2, so that by (9.14),

0 <
d

dr
hr � frðz1Þjr¼r1 :

We immediately see that hr � frðz1Þ < 0 for r, % < r < r1, su‰ciently close to r1, and hence
hðrÞ < 0 for such r. This contradicts the minimality of r1, and completes the proof. r

From the previous section on Hadamard’s variational formula, we then have the
following corollary.
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Corollary 9.2. Fix r with 0 < re 1. Then both Ho; r and Go; r are positive on

DðrÞ �DðrÞ.

In the corollary, we need in fact not the entire assumption that o is logarithmically
subharmonic throughout W: it can be weakened to requiring logo to be subharmonic
on DðrÞ. This leads immediately to the following result, where o is a weight on the unit
disk.

Corollary 9.3. Suppose o is a logarithmically subharmonic and reproducing ( for the
origin) weight on D, real-analytic on D, and strictly positive on D as well. Then the weighted
biharmonic Green function Go is positive on D � D.

In view of the sections on approximation of weights and Green functions (Sections 4
and 5, and more to the point, Theorems 4.1 and 5.2), we can remove the regularity assump-
tions in the above corollary.

Corollary 9.4. Suppose o is a logarithmically subharmonic and reproducing ( for the
origin) weight on D. Then the weighted biharmonic Green function Go is positive on D � D.

The above corollary was obtained earlier by Shimorin [43] in the special case of a
radial weight; see also Hedenmalm [19], [21].

10. Applications to the Bergman spaces

Applications to the Bergman spaces Ap(D). The study of the kernel function in the
context of the Bergman spaces was initiated by Stefan Bergman [6]. However, in the first
couple of attempts toward a factorization theory for the Bergman spaces—by Charles
Horowitz [26], [27], and Boris Korenblum [28]—it played a subordinate rôle, if used at all.
The kernel function later reappeared in the work of Hedenmalm [15]. Given a zero sequence
A for the Hilbert Bergman space A2ðDÞ on the unit disk (which for simplicity avoids the
origin), he considered the invariant subspaceMA of all functions in A

2ðDÞ that vanish on A
(counting multiplicities), and formed the function

jAðzÞ ¼ KAð0; 0Þ

 1

2KAðz; 0Þ; z A D;

where KA denotes the reproducing kernel for MA. The function jA has norm 1 in A2ðDÞ,
and has largest value in modulus at the origin among all functions in the closed unit ball of
MA; for this reason, such functions are sometimes called extremal functions. Hedenmalm
showed that jA is an expansive multiplier, that is,

k f kA2 e kjA f kA2 ; f A A2ðDÞ:

For infinite zero sequences A, it may happen that the right hand side attains the value
þy. Furthermore, the function jA has no extraneous zeros in D, and it is a contractive
divisor,

k f =jAkA2 e k f kA2 ; f AMA:
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In [7], [8], the quartet Duren-Khavinson-Shapiro-Sundberg generalized Hedenmalm’s re-
sults to the Bergman spaces ApðDÞ, 0 < p < þy. In the context of A2ðDÞ, the main idea is
to write the kernel function KA in the form

KAðz; zÞ ¼ bAðzÞbAðzÞKjbAj2ðz; zÞ; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

where bA is the Blaschke product for A, assuming the sequence A meets the Blaschke con-
dition. For general p, 0 < p < þy, we then set

jAðzÞ ¼ KjbAjpð0; 0Þ

 1
pbAðzÞKjbAjpðz; 0Þ

2
p; z A D;

where as it happens, the weighted Bergman kernel function fails to have zeros, so that it is
all right to take fractional powers of it. These functions jA can be defined for all zero se-
quences, not just the for ones that satisfy the Blaschke condition, and have factorization
properties analogous to what was the case for p ¼ 2. An important observation is that the
weight jjAj

p is a logarithmically subharmonic and reproducing for the origin. Multiplication
by jA is an isometry P

pðD; jjAj
pÞ ! ApðDÞ (evident notation), so that the question whether

for two zero sequences A and B,

kjA f kAp e kjB f kAp

holds for all polynomials f , becomes a matter of whether the injection mapping

PpðD; jjBj
pÞ ! PpðD; jjAj

pÞ

is a contraction.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 10.1. Let A and B be two zero sequences for ApðDÞ, such that A is contained
in B. Then

kjA f kAp e kjB f kAp ; f A ApðDÞ:

Proof. For finite sequences A and B, the functions jA and jB are holomorphic in a
neighborhood of D, and we consider the function FB;A which solves the boundary value
problem

DFB;AðzÞ ¼ jjBðzÞj
p 
 jjAðzÞj

p; z A D;

FB;AðzÞ ¼ 0; z A T:

From an application of Green’s formula, as in [15], [7], [8], we see that the fact that the
right hand side—the function jjBj

p 
 jjAj
p—annihilates the harmonic functions in L2ðDÞ

translates to the additional boundary data

qnðzÞFB;AðzÞ ¼ 0; z A T:

Dividing the di¤erential equation by jjAðzÞj
2, and then afterward applying another lapla-

cian, we find that it solves
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D
1

jjAðzÞj
p DFB;AðzÞ ¼ D

jBðzÞ
jAðzÞ

����
����
p

; z A D;

which is positive on D. In view of the given boundary data, we may write the function FB;A
as an integral in terms of the weighted biharmonic Green function GjjAjp :

FB;AðzÞ ¼
Ð
D

GjjAjpðz; zÞDz
jBðzÞ
jAðzÞ

����
����
p

dSðzÞ; z A D;

which is then positive. The importance of the potential function FB;A comes from the fact
that Green’s formula yields the identity

kjB f k
p
Ap 
 kjA f k

p
Ap ¼

Ð
D

FB;AðzÞDzj f ðzÞjp dSðzÞ; z A D;

for polynomials f , which yields the desired inequality in this case, because we can approxi-
mate functions in ApðDÞ by polynomials, and because the functions jA and jB are bounded
on D. Setting g ¼ jB f , we conclude that

jA
jB
g

����
����
Ap

e kgkAp ;ð10:1Þ

for all g A ApðDÞ that vanish on B. Now let A and B be arbitrary zero sequences, and form
finite subsequences A 0HA and B 0 HB, with A 0 HB 0. Then the above inequality holds with
A and B replaced by A 0 and B 0, respectively, and we apply it to g vanishing on B. Letting
A 0 grow up to A, and B 0 up to B, jA 0 ! jA and jB 0 ! jB in A

pðDÞ, and Fatou’s lemma
delivers the above inequality for arbitrary A and B, which implies the assertion of the
theorem. r

Corollary 10.2 ðp ¼ 2Þ. Let A be and B be two zero sequences for A2ðDÞ, and sup-
pose that BnA consists of a single point a A D. Then the quotient ja ¼ jB=jA is a bounded
holomorphic function on D, and it only vanishes at the point a in D. Moreover, if ba is the
Blaschke factor corresponding to the point BnA, then 1e jja=baj holds throughout D. In
particular, jaðDÞ covers the whole disk D.

Proof. The function ja is given by the formula

jaðzÞ ¼
�
1
 KjjAj2

ða; aÞ
1
�
1

2 1

KjjAj2

ðz; aÞ
KjjAj2

ða; aÞ

 !
; z A D;

which, in view of Theorem 5.1, shows that ja is bounded on D, at least for a A Dnf0g. A
closer analysis of what happens as a ! 0 reveals that it is bounded also for a ¼ 0. Using
a peaking function argument as in [15], we obtain 1e jja=baj on D, as a consequence of
Theorem 10.1, at least for finite sequences A. Approximating general zero sequences by
finite ones, the assertion follows for general A. r

The following answers a question raised by Korenblum.
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Corollary 10.3. Let B be a zero sequence for ApðDÞ and M an invariant subspace in

ApðDÞ. Suppose M has index 1, that is, the dimension of the quotient space M=SM is 1,
where S is the operator of multiplication by z. Then if MBHM, the subspace M is of the

form M ¼MA, for some smaller zero sequence A.

Proof. We follow the scheme from Hedenmalm [17]. Let A be the sequence of com-
mon zeros (counting multiplicities) of the functions in M. We are to show that M ¼MA.
According to Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.4 of Aleman-Richter-Sundberg [3], it su‰ces
to obtain that jA AM, because jA generates MA as an invariant subspace. From the as-
sumptionMBHM, we have that jB AM. Then, becauseM has index 1, we may divide out
superfluous zeros in jB, one by one, and remain inM. So, if q is a polynomial whose zeros
constitute a finite subset of BnA, the function jB=q is also in M. Let A

0 be a finite sub-
sequence of A, and B 0 one of B, with A 0 HB 0 and ðB 0nA 0ÞXA ¼ j. Then the function
jB 0=jA 0 can be factored as an invertible element of HyðDÞ times a polynomial q with zeros
at B 0nA 0, and hence

jA 0;B 0;B ¼ jA 0

jB 0
jB AM:

Meanwhile, by (10.1),

jA 0

jB 0
jB

����
����
Ap

e kjBkAp ¼ 1:

The function jA 0;B 0;B tends to jA as A
0 grows to A and B 0 grows to B, and the limit element

jA has norm 1, so that nothing is lost in Fatou’s lemma. This means that jA 0;B 0;B tends to
jA in norm, and the conclusion jA AM follows. The proof is complete. r

Applications to weighted Bergman spaces. The main theorem enables us to develop a
factorization theory for the spaces P2ðD;oÞ, where the weight o is assumed to be logarith-
mically subharmonic and reproducing for the origin. We say that a function j A P2ðD;oÞ is
a P2ðD;oÞ-inner function provided that the weight jjj2o is reproducing for the origin.

Theorem 10.4. Assume o is logarithmically subharmonic and reproducing for the ori-
gin. Let j A P2ðD;oÞ be a P2ðD;oÞ-inner function. Then k f ko e kj f ko for all polynomials
f . In fact, we have the norm identity

kj f k2o ¼ k f k2o þ
Ð

D�D

Goðz; zÞjj 0ðzÞj2j f 0ðzÞj2 dSðzÞ dSðzÞ; f A P2ðD; jjj2oÞ:

Proof. The proof is really in the same vein as that of, for instance, Theorem 10.1. A
slightly di¤erent approach is needed, though, because of the lack of smoothness assumption
on the weight, in which case Definition 3.1 is used to define the Green function Go. The
calculations are analogous to the ones used in [18] (see also [3]), and therefore omitted. r

A variant of the above runs as follows.

Theorem 10.5. Assume that o and o 0 are two Cy-smooth weights on D that repro-

duce for the origin. Suppose that in addition, o is logarithmically subharmonic and that the
quotient o 0=o is subharmonic. Then k f ko e k f ko 0 holds for all f A A2ðDÞ.
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We remark that because of the regularity assumptions on o and o 0, the spaces
P2ðD;oÞ and P2ðD;o 0Þ coincide with A2ðDÞ in the above theorem (the norms are di¤erent,
though).

By the general theory of reproducing kernel functions, as found in Saitoh’s book [37],
Theorem 10.5 leads to the following conclusion.

Corollary 10.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.5, the di¤erence Ko 
 Ko 0 is a

reproducing kernel on D � D. In other words,

Lo 0 ðz; zÞ 
 Loðz; zÞ
ð1
 zzÞ2

is a reproducing kernel on D � D.

11. Directions for further research

The main result of this paper, the positivity of the weighted biharmonic Green func-
tion Go for logarithmically subharmonic reproducing weights o, was conjectured by He-
denmalm in 1992. Partial results in this direction were found by Hedenmalm [16], [19], [20],
[21], by Sergei Shimorin [39], [40], [41], [43], and by Engliš [9], [10]. As a matter of fact, the
variational technique used in [21] was an inspiration for this work, although the context is
di¤erent.

It appears likely that the strong maximum principle suggested in the introduction
should be true. We formulate this as a conjecture. The normal derivative is in the interior
direction.

Conjecture 11.1. Let o be a logarithmically subharmonic reproducing weight on D,
which is Cy-smooth on D. Let u be a Cy-smooth real-valued function on D. We then have
the maximum principle

Do
1DujD e 0; ujT e 0;
qu

qn

����
T

e 0

� �
) ujD e 0:

In terms of the Green function Go, what is required is that

q

qnðzÞ
1

oðzÞDzGoðz; zÞ ¼ 
2Pðz; zÞ þ q

qnðzÞHoðz; zÞe 0; ðz; zÞ A T � D:

In the special case oðzÞ1 1, an explicit calculation yields

q

qnðzÞDzGðz; zÞ ¼ 
2ð1
 jzj2Þ 1

j1
 zzj2
þRe

zz

ð1
 zzÞ2

 !
< 0; ðz; zÞ A T � D:

In [42], Shimorin showed that one-point zero divisors are univalent functions—just
like the individual Blaschke factors—in the weighted spaces P2ðD;oÞ, where o is radial
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and logarithmically subharmonic. He also showed that, modulo some regularity, a uni-
valent one-point zero divisor is automatically an expansive multiplier; see also [4]. We
believe that the following is true.

Conjecture 11.2. Let o be a logarithmically subharmonic reproducing weight on D.
Then, for each a A Dnf0g, the one-point zero divisor in P2ðD;oÞ,

jaðzÞ ¼
�
1
 Koða; aÞ
1

�
1
2 1
 Koðz; aÞ

Koða; aÞ

� �
; z A D;

is univalent and maps D onto a star-shaped domain.Moreover, jjaðzÞj < 3 holds for all z A D.

In fact, if the extended maximum principle holds, as formulated in Conjecture 11.1,
then each one-point zero divisor ja is univalent and maps D onto a star-shaped domain,
which by Corollary 10.2 contains D. Assuming this for the moment, the geometry of the
‘‘corona’’ faðDÞnD should contain information about how close the space P2ðD;oÞ is to
the limit case H 2ðDÞ. We wish to point out that the focus on one-point zero divisors is not
as special as it may seem: each zero-divisor can be written as a product of one-point zero
divisors, where each factor is a divisor with respect to a weight that is the original weight
times the modulus-squared of product of the previous factors.

We turn to the connection between Conjectures 11.1 and 11.2. We can write jjaj
2 as

an integral,

jjaðzÞj
2 ¼ 1þ

Ð
D

½Gðz; zÞ þHoðz; zÞjj 0
aðzÞj

2
dSðzÞ; z A D;

and assuming that Conjecture 11.1 holds, we obtain that on the unit circle T, jjaj
2 increases

in the outward normal direction. Then, assuming that o is real-analytic near T, an appli-
cation of the Cauchy-Riemann equations to the locally defined function log ja shows that
the argument of jaðeiyÞ increases with y. The case of more general weights is obtained by
approximation.

A way to reach more detailed information about Go is to try to dissect the kernel
function Ko further than we did back in Section 6. We should like to obtain further struc-
tural information about the kernel Lo.

In view of Corollary 10.6, one may ask the question whether the di¤erence Lo 0 
 Lo

is also a reproducing kernel on D � D, under the assumptions of Theorem 10.5. It turns out
that it is not so, even if we replace the subharmonicity of o 0=o with logarithmic sub-
harmonicity.

Example. If Lo 0 
 Lo were a reproducing kernel function for all logarithmically
subharmonic reproducing weights o;o 0 with o 0=o logarithmically subharmonic, subject to
the condition that both weights are Cy-smooth on D, then it would also be so, by a dila-
tion argument, for the radial weights

oðzÞ ¼ oaðzÞ ¼ ð1
 aÞð1
 jzj2Þ
a; z A D;
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and

o 0ðzÞ ¼ obðzÞ ¼ ð1
 bÞð1
 jzj2Þ
b; z A D;

which are less regular near the boundary, where the parameters a; b range over
0 < a < b < 1. The corresponding Bergman kernels are well-known, and we only write
down the formula for a:

Koa
ðz; zÞ ¼ ð1
 zzÞ
2þa; ðz; zÞ A D � D:

We calculate that along the diagonal,

Lob
ðz; zÞ 
 Loa

ðz; zÞ ¼ ð1
 jzj2Þa 
 ð1
 jzj2Þb

jzj2
; z A D;

which is positive, but fails to be subharmonic, which is necessary for it to be the restriction
to the diagonal of a reproducing kernel function.

The above example, however, leaves open the possibility that at least one of the ex-
pressions

Lo 0 ðz; zÞ 
 Loðz; zÞ
1
 zz

; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

and

Lo 0 ðz; zÞ 
 Loðz; zÞ
1
 zzLoðz; zÞ

; ðz; zÞ A D � D;

might be a reproducing kernel. We note that if the second one is a reproducing kernel, then
so is the first one, because it can be written as a product of the second one and the repro-
ducing kernel Jo of Theorem 6.2.

Creeping flow. The slow motion of a viscous incompressible fluid (with small Rey-
nolds number), squeezed in between two parallel walls of constant infinitesimal width, is
known as creeping flow. The motion of the fluid is governed by a real-valued potential
function C, which satisfies the biharmonic equation D2C ¼ 0; the velocity of the fluid is
given by the expression

qC

qy
;
 qC

qx

� �
;

which constitutes a vector perpendicular to the gradient ‘C. Consequently, the level curves
of C are the flow lines of the creeping flow. Let the potential function C equal the bi-
harmonic Green function GWð� ; zÞ, for a fixed z A W, where W is a bounded planar domain
W with smooth boundary. The corresponding flow then involves a kind of ‘‘torque’’ applied
at z, and friction at the boundary qW, so that the velocity vanishes there. There appears a
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main swirl (vortex) centered at a point near z, and it is of interest to know whether there are
any other smaller swirls (eddies) located further away from z. Apparently, this is the same
as asking whether the Green function GWð� ; zÞ has more than one local extreme point in
W. Let us consider the weighted biharmonic Green function Go for a logarithmically sub-
harmonic reproducing weight o on the unit disk D. We may think of it as corresponding
to a creeping flow in curved space. By our main theorem, the function Go is positive. This
suggests that for fixed z A D, the flow has no eddy immediately near T. The question arises:
is there only one swirl in this situation? For the weight oðzÞC 1, it is indeed so [12].
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